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Editorial

CONCERNING SCHOLARSHIPS AND AH INTERNATIONAL B.D. DEGREE

Several theological schools in the Third World who are not able to

affiliate with a national university or who operate in an area where

no accrediting association exists, have asked the help of TAP for

scholarships for higher training for their staff or help in gaining

recognition for their diplomas and degrees.

The Theological Education Fund of the D.W.M.E. of the W.C.C. has in

the past given scholarships to some evangelical students from the

Third World wishing to pursue graduate studies in certain evangelical

colleges or in recognised universities. However, this has not met

the need of all evangelical churches and schools where because of

theological convictions concerning the W.C.C • or becau-se the choice

of school or the level of training required has been outside the

policy of the TEF. Therefore TAP is considering establishing a

limited scholarship fund to help approved students in the Third World

gain the higher training required by their sponsoring churches or

schools. First preference would be given to advanced training in

acceptable centres within the same continent or culture.

A further suggestion is to encourage the development of an international

B.D. degree awarded by an international Board of Directors chosen from

among leading evangelical professors in the theological faculties of

universities and seminaries. The Board would establish the entrance

standards, set the curriculum, develop instruments of accreditation and

appoint examiners for a final comprehensive examination in selected

international languages. The curriculum would reflect the theological

and practical concerns of evangelical churches and schools particularly

in the Third World. Affiliation of any school might require the visit

of an appointed evaluator.

Theological schools interested in such a proposal are encouraged to

write to the editor of THEOLOGICAL NEWS giving details of their existing

programme and giving suggestions as to the structure of an international

B.D, degree programme.

BOARD MEETING OF RESEARCH CENTRES COMMITTEE TO MEET IN SEOUL

The Board of the Centre for Advanced Theological Studies plans to meet

in Seoul, Korea, in April to discuss the question of location and

other initial issues. We would ask prayer that wisdom will be given

to the Board members as they discuss the difficult problems confronting

them.
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TAP-ASIA SPONSORS NOTED BIBLE TEACHER

The Rev. Ian S. Kemp, minister of the Baptist Tabernacle, Auckland
New Zealand, and formerly Professor of New Testament at the Union

’

Biblical Seminary, Yeotmal, India, has been released by his church
for a 7-week tour in the Philippines and India, July-August, 1972.
In each country Mr. Kemp will conduct seminars on leadership training
for evangelistic Bible study cell groups. The Lay Evangelistic Group
Studies Program in the Philippines and the Evangelical Fellowship of
India each aim to stimulate the creation of 10,000 cell groups. In
India the Evangelism and Bible Ministry department of BMMF will share
in the planning of Mr. Kemp's T;our

7'

RAPID EXPANSION OF THEOLOGICAL EXTENSION EDUCATION IN INDIA

Ian McCleary, the Director of TAFTEE reports that the number of
centres teaching at the Bachelor of Theological Studies level
(English medium) is expected to expand to 12 by February 1972, and
several' centres in regionaL languages at the diploma level plLi to
begin by August 1972.

TAP-ASIA T.E.E. COORDINATOR TO VISIT ASIAN CITIES

In a recent newsletter Mr, Ian McCleary, TEE Coordinator for TAP-Asia,
announces that he plans to visit; the following places; Bangkok
(l2th Feb.), Manila (l3-14th Feb.), Kuala Lumpur (l5th Feb.) and
Djakarta (l7-l8th Feb.), In each of these cities Mr. McCleary hopes
to arrange a brief consultation of those involved in TEE. He will
be on furlough in New Zealand until August when he plans to return
to India, when he will participate in programming workshops.

Looking back ,on the past year Mr. McCleary writes; ”1971 has come to
its close and it has certainly been an important year for Theological
Education by Extension in Asia. Up until now Singapore, Indonesia,
the Philippines, Japan, Hong Kong, Thailand, India and Pakistan have
had the benefit of workshops presenting the whole concept of Extension
Education. This has been the very important contribution of CAMEO.

"Of these countries two, namely Singapore and India, have had work-
shops on Programming Instruction and this has been the work of
TAP-Asia. Although there were representatives from Indonesia,
Thailand, Malaysia, Vietnam and India at the Singapore workshop the
only country to have had the full benefit of a workshop specifically
for its own people is India.

. , .

’’The time has come for us to think seriously about more workshops
in Programming Instruction. Even with our brief experience in
Extension work in India I have become convinced that it is by far
the best method of self study for this type of training. Already
there are four requests for workshops;

"India is to have its second workshop early February. This will be
both for those with some experience- who are already working on
programs and for those who have yet not been introduced to Programmed
Instruction. Indonesia is planning a workshop mid-way through 1972,
West Pakistan has requested a workshop. With the present political
situation it is uncertain what the possibility there is at the moment.
Lebanon has requested a workshop for the Middle East mid-1972 and
has asked TAP-Asia for help.
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"It is quite likely that by the latter half ©f 1972 several other
places will be glad of a workshop on Programmed Instruction - perhaps
in Thailand, Malaysia, Japan, Hong Kong, and the Philippines, where
introductory workshops have been held or in Vietnam where Extension
Education has already begun. To help organise such workshops is one
of the tasks of the TEE Coordinator of TAP-Asia. The latter half of

197 2 may also be the time for TEE leaders throughout Asia to meet
together and share their problems and their achievements. This
sharing is another of the purposes of TAP-Asia."

CONSULTATION OF CHINESE THEOLOGICAL EDUCATORS AND CHURCH LEADERS

During January 10-1 3, 1972, a Consultation of Chinese Theological
Educators and Church leaders is being held at the Morris-on House,

Hong Kong. The consultation is being called by an ad hoc preparation

committee made up of Dr. Philip Teng, Dr. John Pao, Dr. Samuel T T ang,

Mr. Peter Chang and Mr. Jonathan Chao.

This consultation is in part a natural outgrowth of the Second

Evangelical Theological Consultation held in Singapore, ‘June 8-12, 1971.

During and after that consultation Chinese delegates who believe in

indigenizing theological education have been primarily in the hands

of the denominational missions, that they are characterized by dupli-

cation and fragmentation and that the Chinese Church should begin to

assume the responsibility in theological education for greater work

in evangelism. As these delegates conversed with each other and

with other Chinese Christian leaders in Singapore and Hong Kong, they

felt the need to call a pan-Asia all-Chinese consultation on theolo-

gical education. During their June 15th meeting in Kong Kong, it

was decided that Jonathan Chao should make a trip to South-East Asia

to test the response of other' Chinese Church leaders.

Mr. Chao, serving as the coordinator for the Preparation Committee,

made a trip to Manila, Hong Kong, Singapore, Djakarta, Malang

(Indonesia) and Bangkok from Taiwan during October 23 to November 17.

At each place an informal consultation was rflade with ministerial, lay

and theological leaders, while visiting the various theological schools

using the Chinese language. The response was an enthusiastic one.

The purpose of this consultation is three—fold: 1. to learn the exist-

ing situation of Chinese theological schools and the common needs of

the Chinese churches in East and South-East 'Asia, 2 . to identify

current critical issues in theological education in the Chinese

Christian communion and to work out feasible solutions to remedy the

situation, and 3. to devise ways for concerted efforts of implementation.

Delegates have been invited on the basis of their concern for indi-

genous Chinese theological education, their good reputation and

influence within their sphere of Christian service, and their evange-

lical faith. Invitations have been extended to ministers, lay leaders

and theological educators. The uniqueness of this consultation is

that this is the first major consultation on Chinese theological
* education*that is initiated and participated exclusively by the

Chinese. The Preparation Committee agreed on this point in response

to the requests of a few then prospective delegates that this consul-

tation be attended by Chinese only in order that they might feel free

to say what /they really want to say.
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AEBICAM TO HOLD SERIES OF PROGRAMMING WORKSHOPS

To meet the tremendous need for study materials for use in Theological
Education by Extension in Africa, the Association of Evangelical Bible
Institutes and Colleges of Africa and Madagascar (AEBICAM) has planned
a cooperative effort to produce programmed instruction materials. Two
five-week production workshops will be conducted initially. The first
is being held, January 24 to February 25, in Salisbury, Rhodesia, and
the second will be held in Jos, Nigeria, at the invitation of a
special TEE/PI committee under the Evangelical Literature Fellowship
of Nigeria. The Salisbury workshop will be held at Ranche House
College. The aim of these workshops is twofold: to train programmers
and- to produee programmes* - • - •

Workshop schedule . The first week of each workshop is being spent

in intensive study of the programming process. Each lesson is being
followed by discussion and additional explanation where necessary.
At this point ‘it is not possible for people to attend only the one
week of programming techniques without staying on to do the writing,

although the course may be given later as a one week PI instructional
workshop.

The remaining four weeks will be spent in programming the assigned

subjects. Editorial assistance will be given to help participants

prepare the material, the aim being to teach them how to programme
and leave the workshop with some completed programmed lessons on

hand.

Everyone who participates in the workshops must agree that the

materials he produces at the workshop may be shared with other evange-

licals throughout Africa. AEBICAM will provide for duplicating (or

publishing) and distributing all workshop-produced programmes.

Naturally the authors will receive proper credit and recognition,

but the general plan is to work and share together.

For further information contact the Executive Secretary of AEBICAM:

Rev. Fred Holland, P.0. Box 131, Choma, Zambia.

' NEW EXTENSION COMMITTEE FORMED IN PAKISTAN .

The Committee for Theological Education by Extension (CTEE) was

formed, October 21st, 1971, at Gujranwala Theological Seminary,

Pakistan, with the Rev. Russ Irwin serving as Acting Secretary. It

appears that the pattern that extension theological education in

Pakistan is likely to take is that of independent groups operating

their own courses and awarding their own diplomas. The function of

CTEE would be to prepare study materials and establish standards.

It was agreed that the teaching programme be planned on the basis

of three 11-week terms per year. Materials are being prepared to

begin courses in October, 1972, in English and Urdu.

LATIN AMERICAN FRATERNITY PUBLISHES PAPER ON AUTHORITY OF SCRIPTURE .

The Fraternity of Latin American Theologians has announced that it

is soon to publish the English translation of Dr. Rene Padilla 1 s

key paper on T, The Authority of Scripture”. We have not yet been

notified of the price. Copies of the paper can be obtained from:

Rev. Peter Savage, Cajon 514, Cochabamba, Bolivia.
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PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES WORKSHOP TO BE HELD MARCH 1972 IN WHEATON .

A November release from the Coordinator of CAMEO announces that a
programming techniques workshop is to be held March 20th-25th 1972
at Wheaton, Illinois, U.S.A. The purpose of this workshop is the
introduction and instruction of programming techniques for mission-
aries involved in the preparation of self-study texts for use in
Theological Education by Extension. The instructor is. to be
Miss Margaret Sharp, the Leader Training Specialist of the Southern
Baptist Sunday School Board, of Nashville, Tennessee. All registra-
tions are to be in the hands of the CAMEO Coordinator by January 31st,
from whom full information can be obtained: Dr. R. B. Buker,
5010 West Sixth Avenue, Denver, Colorado 80204.

DR. TED WARD POINTS OUT DANGERS OF USING TRANSLATED PROGRAMMED TEXTS .

At the September 1971 CAMEO Board meeting. Dr. Ted Ward drew attention
to the dangers of using translated programmed texts. The meeting
asked him to spell out these dangers in writing as well as presenting
a step-by-step outline of a positive program that will aid national
leaders and missionaries to become writers of programmed materials.
Dr. Ward has provided the following statement:

M Instructional materials are usually designed for particular sets of
users. Whether the materials are books, films, recordings, programmed
instruction workbooks, or correspondence course outlines, if they are
well designed, they will work much better for certain learners than
for others. Most teachers are quick to recognize that even within
one class learners usually differ in significant ways. Experienced
missionaries and others engaged in cross-cultural communication and
education are well aware that effective learning depends on teaching
a person in a conceptual framework that he can understand.

"Since programmed instruction is a T highly tuned 1 form of instruction
(in contrast, for example, with ordinary textbooks which are more
f broadband 1

), a given programme is especially unlikely to be as
effective in a second culture as it was in the culture for which it
was originally designed.

"The problem is far more complex than linguistic translation. Unlike
regular printed materials, programmed instruction is structured to fit
into the ways of thinking 0 cognitive styles 1

) of learners. Thus a
good program is highly culture-specific, in that it is highly tuned to
the way a person of a particular culture tends to think. Further,
effective programs are carefully planned to pick up the particular
previous experiences and information typically known within the culture
as the points of reference for all new learnings. If we are to
encourage the development of effective uses of programmed instruction
as one aspect of the development of theological education by extension,
mission societies must invest in training missionary educators and
their national counterparts on every field so that they can originate
programmed instructional materials. Using translated programmed
instruction from elsewhere will not be adequate. It will always
require a certain amount of re-programming (usually compl ete re-
programming) by trained local educators. Surely there is some value
in examining programs that have originated elsewhere, but there is

alwaj^s the danger than an untrained person will 1 adopt 1 the program
by linguistic translation without re-programming to fit the learners.
Such procedures are costly and they also are the source of much
disappointment with programmed instruction.
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"CAMEO has taken the position that it will neither encourage nor dis-

courage the exchange of programmed instruction from one country to

another. But CAMEO is committed to the encouraging of training , so

that original and well-adapted programmed instruction may be made

available throughout the world as competent personnel become available.

There is no reliable short-cut presently known.

"Notes: 1. Attention is called to the role of PROGRAMMING NEWS.

This new journal offers a forum for the in-service

education of those with rudimentary training in

programmed instruction.

2. Further elaboration of the problems and issues to which

the CAMEO statement is related is available in "The

Hidden Problem: Cross-Cultural Transformation of

Instructional Materials", The Associates of Urbanus,

3918 Willoughby Road, Holt, Michigan, 48842, U.S.A."

NATIONAL TEE INFORMATION OFFICE OPENS IN MANILA .

The Philippine Association of Bible and Theological Schools has

established a national TEE information office in Manila, headed by

Robert L. Samms. The aim of the office is to act as a clearing house

for information (by publishing a TEE Bulletin) and TEE text materials,

to make approved English texts available in acceptable form and to

render other assistance as need arises.

TAP-ASIA COORDINATOR FOR S.E. ASIA VISITS THAILAND, BURMA AND INDIA .

Dr. Bong Ro is making his first visit to Burma and India, January 1-15,

1972. He is conferring with evangelical theological and church leaders

in Bangkok, Rangoon, Calcutta, Madras, Bangalore, Yeotmal and Delhi

and is involved in consultations on the development of the centres for

advanced theological studies (CATS) projected for Korea, Hong Kong,

Singapore and India. He is also concerned with the development and

coordination of Theological Education by Extension (TEE) in South and

East Asia. In Delhi, Dr. Ro is attending the special international

BMMF conference to discuss missionary support for TAP-Asia projects.

THEOLOGICAL NEWS TO BE PUBLISHED IN SPANISH .

As from the April 1972 issue THEOLOGICAL NEWS will be published in

Spanish from Cochabamba, Bolivia. All readers in Latin America and

Spain will have their subscriptions automatically transferred to the

Spanish edition. If you wish to continue receiving the English

edition instead of the Spanish kindly inform the Assistant Editor

without delay.
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Editorial

A THIRD WORLD THEOLOGICAL CONSULTATION

The second Asia Evangelical Consultation on theological education,
Singapore, June 1971 RESOLVED

’’Believing that God will be glorified and Kis Church advanced by a Third

World Theological Consultation within the next few years, we your

brethren in Asia invite the Christians of Latin America and Africa to

pray and plan with us for such a consultation • • •
"

In this ecumenical era, it is important that evangelical theologians

and educators in the third world meet from time to time to learn from

each other and to share in the fulfilment of their common objectives.

While the difference between Africa, Asia and Latin America are immense,

there are many areas of common concern. In the past most of the outside

contacts of these three continents have been with Europe, North America

and Australasia. These valuable links must be maintained but the time

has now come for evangelical national leaders to establish direct lines

of communication between each other. The Singapore consultation expressed

the desire of Asian theological leaders to meet with their counterparts

in Africa and Latin America on the basis of equality and mutual respect.

We suggest that the time has now come to begin serious planning for such

a consultation. 3y way of suggestion to our colleagues throughout the

third world including the South Pacific we wish to put forward a number

of proposals.

Participants to the consultation might include up to 30 from each continent

and 10 from the South Pacific. A limited number of missionaries serving

in the third world and fraternal delegates from Europe, North America and

Australasia will be welcomed as non—voting participants in order to share

their insights and for joint planning and action. We suggest that the

consultation be held late 1974 or 1975 at a location that keeps travel

costs to a minimum.

We propose that the theme be ’’The proclamation and defence of the Gospel

in the third world." The Consultation should deal with both theology and

theological education. In the area of theology, the Consultation should

consider the evangelical response to contemporary theological issues with

study commissions on the mission of the triune God in the world, salvation

in Christ alone, apologetic answers to universalism, syncretism, humanism,

secularism etc; theological clarification on the authority, unity, and

service of the Church in the world, and the witness of the Church in

contemporary society in the midst of social change and revolution.

THEOLOGICAL NEWS is the quarterly newsletter of the Theological Assistance

Programme (TAP) of the World Evangelical Fellowship.

Editor: Bruce J. Nicholls, Union Biblical Seminary, Yeotmal, Maharashtra,
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The Frankfurt Declaration on the Fundamental Crisis in Christian Mission

has drawn our attention to some of the crucial theological issues in

today* s world. We call upon evangelical theologians of the third world

to articulate their own understanding of the Biblical revelation on mission

and evangelism in the context of their own cultural and religious situations.

In the area of theological education the Consultation should begin with

group Bible studies on the Biblical foundation and patterns for theological

education. We suggest commissions on cooperation in Bible schools and

seminaries, theological associations, accreditation structures, scholar-

ships; training the whole Church through theological education by extension,

evangelical theological societies, conferences, seminars and workshops,

itinerant Bible teachers, Bible study cell groups; research and publishing

including the development of evangelical research centres, publishing

theological textbooks including programmed instruction materials and

literature for evangelism, pastoral care, apologetics and also theological

journals; the theory and practice of communication especially teaching

methods and the use of mass media.

This Consultation should be primarily a working conference leading to

specific programmes of cooperation. It will therefore need careful planning

and prior active participation by evangelical theological leaders in each

country and region through their own seminars and discussions at both the

academic and local church levels. Many areas in the third world may feel

that it will be another 10 years before they are ready for such serious

consultation. However, the urgency of the issues confronting us and the

rapidity of change engulfing us leads us to believe that such a consulta-

tion ought to be held within the next three years. Will you join with us

in seeking the mind of the Lord, praying that we will all be obedient to

the leadership of the Holy Spirit and that God will give us a fresh vision

for the task of world evangelisation? Please write to us and share your

comments and suggestions.

SAPPUR P. ATHYAL. BRUCE j. NICHOLLS.

TOUR OF TAP INTERNATIONAL COORDINATOR

After consultations in Hong Kong, Seoul and Tokyo, Professor Bruce J.

Nicholls will be meeting with theological and Church leaders, business

men and foundations in North America and Europe April/May 1972 with a

view to raising support for TAP projects. He will also consult wit

leaders in Cairo, Beirut and Tehran on his return journey to India.

TAP-ASIA GENERAL COORDINATOR VISITS LATIN AMERICA

Dr. Saphir P. Athyal, Principal of Union Biblical Seminary, Yeotraal,

India, undertakes a lecture tour during April 1972 addressing theological

conferences at Pasadena California, Mexico, Gautemala, Costa Rica, Bolivia

and Brazil. This is probably the first time a leading evangelical Asian

theologian has lectured in Latin America.

THE CENTRE FOR ADVANCED THEOLOGICAL STUDIES MEETS IN SEOUL. KOREA

The eight man all-Asia Board for the Centre for Advanced Theological

Studies meets in Seoul April 4 to 6 to plan the coordination of the

development of evangelical graduate programmes and research centres in

Asia, in Korea, a 13 man committee of evangelical theological leaders

is planning a graduate degree programme for North-east Asxa.
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In Singapore a small committee is planning a research centres in

cooperation with evangelical theological schools. In India, the

Evangelical Research Centre opens at Yeotmal, July 1972. Three research

students are enrolled. The centre will be under an all-India Board

including national evangelical organisations, evangelical seminaries and

evangelical regional publishing houses. Seminars on contemporary issues

will be arranged from time to time. A publishing programme is envisaged.

INTERNATIONAL B.D .

The editor of Theological News reports that there has been an encouraging

response to the suggestion- of an international B.D. (See T.N. January 197-).

Further response is needed before plans can be initiated. The suggested

recommendation is for a minimum 3 year programme at a theological school

accredited by the Board of the International B.D. and open to candidates

with eligibility for university. University graduation would not be

required as with the case of the B.D. from the University of London. The

course would include a core curriculum m the departments of Bible,

theology. Church history and Church growth, pastoral theology ana Christian

education, and a wide range of options in subjects relating the Christian

Faith to national and regional religions and cultures. Theological colleges

and seminaries world wide, now teaching at the B.D. level or higher would

be invited to cooperate in establishing the board and maintaining academic

standards including a final comprehensive examination. The medium of the

examination would need to be in selected international languages.

Evangelical conviction, academic integrity and relevance to evangelism and

Church growth especially in the third world, would characterise the

programme. If your school, church or mission is interested in cooperating,

please write to the editor.

EXTENSION .AND' PROGRAMMING WORKSHOP HELD IN PARAGUAY

The workshop which was held 1st to 7th February, 1972, was in two parts:

the
" * afternoon »ere dedicated to the learning of ^"gr^cd

.ith the participation of nine
“!"“"”.adS il

Argentina and Chile. The evening was open to ,all Churoh leaders

Paraguay to tackle the concept of extension training. The following gro p

were represented in this gathering: /ngiicm Churchf Assemb

Mennonites, Southern Baptists and various other ^dependme causes.

Present was also Rev. Alberto Barrientos who is
in

Evangelism-in-Depth in Paraguay and is considering becoming involved in

Extension Training in the coming days m Costa Rica.

There are three groups already involved in the pi
“tEflrfentSr'

sion Training in Paraguay - the Anglican Diocese °^°rtternA^entin

and Paraguay have set up their Extension Seminary and this is alread

y

functioning with the Matacos Indians. The SouthernBaptists Jo
of residential students are closingTTi.lSSStrlSSct to A-**-.

a Brethren School, has already initiated extension

The Assemblies with only two students enrolled for ^ora

contemplating closing their school for this year and moving directly

extension training.

Some high quality Programmed Material ^^"^^^^g^Stl^onsensus
Instruction” was used for the Programming Workshop.

S£g! r.tf£c2fe tod*« tiding Effective Instruction" is

to be used, the Workshop must run for three weeks.
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' MY PEOPLE DO NOT KNOW, ISRAEL DOES NOT UNDERSTAND 1
,

by John Dean, Secretary for Africa of the Scripture Union.

The theological situation in Africa? Not to be moaned about but to be
moved into, constructively and prayerfully. Nothing in the following
lines is to be construed as critism but as a T cri de coeur*

.

In 1962, a certain union theological college in tropical Africa opened
its doors to students for a course of theological studies higher than any-
thing offered before in that country in a conservative atmosphere. Five
students, with the equivalent of UK O-level, began the four year course.
Four were from one particular mission secondary school. One was from a

government secondary school. The latter dropped out before completion of

the course. One of the remaining four had reached his academic ceiling
at O-level. He did not attempt the London Dip.Th. but has made a signi-
ficant contribution to the large church in his home area where he is known
as a soul-winner. The other three took, and passed, both parts of the
Dip.Th. One travelled overseas and obtained a London BD. The other two

have comparable theological degrees from two different seminaries in the

USA. One is now vice-principal, and the only African member of staff, at

his alma mater. The others are in comparable positions of influence for

their Lord.

It is now ten years since that college commenced that course. To date,

no subsequent intakes have contained students with O-levels comparable

to those of the original five, the majority with no O-levels at all, or

with their academic calibre or potential. Why is this?

The need for men with Biblical, theological and ministerial training for

the ministry of God's Church in Africa is desperate (the ministry as

opposed to its administration) . Church attendance is growing in almost

every country in Africa. In some it is growing rapidly. In Kenya, Zaire

and most of Nigeria it has at least doubled in the last five years. There

are various reasons for this growth in the number of Christian adherents.

Some of these are sociological. Nobody would claim that more than a

significant minority of those crowding into the church buildings each

Sunday morning have a personal experience of God in Christ Jesus. These

crowds of earnest, interested and enquiring folk are individuals for whom

Christ died. They need to be taught the facts of the Person and Work of

Christ if they are to come to a living faith in Him. With glorious

exceptions, these millions are ministered to by men with, at best, up to

three years of Bible training subsequent to varying amounts of primary

education. Most of such men minister in the vernacular. The study aids

and Bible commentaries, available in the vernacular to aid such men, are

pitiably few if there are any at all. Many of these millions are ministered

to by men whose Bible training is either nil or of a maximum of 3 months

duration. Is it surprising that spiritual standards are so low and falling

away so prevalent when congregations are so untaught? God's diagnosis,

through Isaiah, of liis people's condition in his day was, "My people do

not know, Israel does not understand" • (Isaiah 1:3)« This is as true to-

day as ever it was. Thus the need for men with Biblical and ministerial

training who can "teach others also".

An increasing number of church attenders in Anglophone Africa speak English.

They expect a ministry in English. Town churches in Africa are packed. I

could take you to a church with three consecutive services on Sunday morn-

ing so that everybody who desires to attend may do so. The continual drift

to township dwelling from the villages keeps the churches packed in spite

of very large and well used "back doors". So rarely does the ministry in

the township and city churches feed and stimulate the educated elite,

often it doesn't even hold them. The drop-out from church attendance is

masked by the continual influx of newcomers. The need is for ministry by

men who are both educated and have Bible and ministerial training.
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Why is there the situation mentioned in the opening paragraph, i*e# of

young men not beginning the moderate grade of higher training that they

did ten years ago? There are plenty of academically able young men with

a personal experience of Christ and a measure of abandonment to him that

puts many missionaries to shame. The fact that all Universities in

Anglophone Africa have a Christian Union is illustrat_ve of this fact.

It also indicates a possible answer to the problem.

Upon graduation, some of these academically able young men are going into

Christian work of the kind that is almost full-time Bible ministry.^ Their

training for such is not theological but a degree in an academic subject

in the hurly-burly of university CU life and witness. If it had to be

theological, would there be any in such work? They are also going into

such work at a salary comparable to that of a British single missionary.

Why are such men not going into the ministry of the church? Mainly because

there is no way for them to do so.

So far we have posed two questions. First, why has the theological college

mentioned in the opening paragraph no later students comparable to their

first set? Second, why are young Christian graduates* with glorious

exceptions, not going into the ministry of the church?

Where can a Christian of graduate ability do a recognised theological

degree in a conservative atmosphere without going overseas? (Doing an

external BD in a college where 95% of his fellow students are of less than

O-level ability ifl not the answer.) Where can a Christian graduate in an

academic subject do one or tyro years of training in a conservative atmos-

phere, to fit him for the Christian ministry? (Putting him m a college

where 95% of the students are less than O-level ability is hot the answer

to this either). Nor is going overseas the answer in either case. Such

a practice is highly undesirable until at least four years in Christian

work after a recognised degree.

Attempts have been made to initiate higher theological training. A great

deal has been achieved. Even so, there is nowhere in tropical Africa for

either BD studies or for a graduate to prepare for the ministry m a

conservative atmosphere. A small number of colleges prepare a very small

number (about 5%) of their students for an external Dip.Th.

The reason why the College mentioned earlier has had no intake comparable

to its foundation intake is that since 1964 A-level studies have become

routine for anybody with reasonable 0-levels. Thus the sort of stuaent

with good O-levels who entered that college m 1962 now stays at school

for A-levels. Two A-level passes at the lowest level is usually enough

for university entrance. It is understandable, especially m view ot

family pressures, that a young man will choose 3 years for an academic

degree rather than 4 years for a Dip.Th. Especially is this so if the

former is completely covered by government scholarship and the latter _

fee paying. Where can an able and converted young nan do an academic

degree in Biblical Theology?

Some theological colleges start with the intention of offering
oStteuhHv

theological or Biblical courses. This intention seems to be contin al y

frustrated The first reason for this is that they are not offering

degree^our s e but only the possibility of a Dip.Th. Thus **

the abler students. Colleges which have a two-tier academic struc
^

usually have c0% of their students in the lower level. ^taf± g -

ma( orphandicap. A 3D course is very demanding on staff. Few mission/church

oartnerships can staff a BD course. Thus joint mission projects are

necessary. Such joint mission projects 3-n
/^

eoloelcal
staffing

extremely suspect to mission supporters and Home Councils. ,he staling

oosition for such colleges is getting worse rather than better. This

because an increasing number of missionc^ies retire from Afr
J^erience

early age because of family commitments so that, after ha g x

ofthe loca^ church, they barely settle into theological training before

•it. is time to retire.
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Unless the older churches, through the missionary societies, give the

younger churches theological and ministerial training a much higher priority

than at present, they are failing in one of their biggest responsibilities.

Somebody, or group, has got to initiate an approach to this problem so that

it can be tackled on a co-operative basis.

The above paragraphs have only high-lighted one aspect of this vital and

urgent subject. There are many others relevant to all levels of Biblical

and theological training for the ministry in Africa:

1) The need for indigenising theological education and ministerial train-

ing in Africa so that indigenous. Biblical patterns emerge to

contemporary local cultures and ideologies.

2) The need for study of the Bible and Christian doctrine to be central

in theological education and ministerial training and for an under-

standing of how to apply such knowledge in the day-to-day situation.

3) The need for gaining practical experience in the work of the ministry

as well as gaining theoretical knowledge during any training course.

4 ) The need for it to be realised that a minister's personal life is of

first importance so that studies stress both scholarship and devotion.

5) The need for a framework of theological education that combines both

the best features of the traditional 'college' approach and the new

T.E.E. approach.

6) The need for all training to be orientated towards, 'equipping for

the ministry', and not just passing examinations.

7) The need for a 3D course as an external degree of an African university

or of some other recognised standard.

8) The need for the production of text-books for use in theological

colleges at all levels all through Africa which are not just adapta-

tions of standard western texts.

9) The need for the use of modern methods of education, i.e. personal

research, seminars, tutorials and discussions, so far as these methods

are applicable to the learning and experiencing of truth that is

essentially revealed.

10

)

The need for a centre for advanced theological studies for training

staff for the expanding number of centres offering degrees in

Biblical/Theological/Ministerial studies.

THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION BY EXTENSION IH ZAIRE, RWANDA AND HJRUNDI

A TEE workshop led by Rev. Harold Alexander at Bukavu, Zaire Republic

(Congo), was held August 23 to 27, 1971, with a total registration of 17

Africans and lG missionaries. At the conclusion of the workshop the

Rev. John F. Robinson was appointed TEE Co-ordinator for eastern Zaire,

Rwanda and Burundi. The assistant editor has received a Newsletter from

Mr. Robinson dated December 1st, 1971, ih which he writes.

"To our knowledge there are about ten people in French speaking Africa

who are preparing courses for Extension Teaching. Among the subjects in

course of preparation are introductions to the Old and Mew Testaments,
^

studies on the Pentateuch, the Life of Christ, Christ's Parables, the Acts

of the Apostles, the Epistle to the Romans, the Doctrine oi salvation and

Church Administration.
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"A pilot course for pastors will commence at Bogoro in the province of
Upper Zaire during the month of February 1972. It is certain that other
Extension Programmes exist elsewhere in Africa. We would like all possible
information about these so that we can develop this method of training
better in our region.

’’Please inform us of the interest in TEE shown by the churches in the
area in which you work as well as their suggestions concerning the future
of this programme. As we heard during the closing session at the workshop
in Bukavu: ”We ask you to help us so that we may succeed in training our
Pastors so that they can attain an acceptable standard to carry out their

pastoral duties.””

If you can supply Mr. Robinson with any information write to him at

B.P.304, Bunia, Zaire Republic.

COMMUNICATIONS INSTITUTE TO BE HELD IN KENYA

The International Institute of Christian Communications is holding a

residential communications course May 15 through June 9, 1972, on the

grounds of the Rrackenhurst Baptist Assembly, Limuru, Kenya, lo miles west

of Nairobi, Kenya. The IICC is an in-service professional training pro-

gramme for Christian workers. It seeks to aid Christian workers to gain

factual knowledge about their own ministries and in developing appropriate

skills for communication of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. The IICC is

concerned with all forms of Christian communication that can lead to

effective Evangelism and Church growth, hoth in spiritual and numerical

terms.

All participants will study the four subjects in the basic course: namely,

communications theory applied to Evangelism and Church building, the

structure of Society, applied anthropology for Church and mission, and

planning and using research in the Christian ministry. These lectures are

integrated to give a comprehensive review of effective communication of

the Gospel to intended audiences. Besides the basic course, each partici-

pant will choose one seminar in which he will work. These are Church

growth, literature, radio, research and programmed instruction.

Programmed Instruction Seminar . This seminar will cover areas such as

Material Analysis and Preparation, the Programming Process, Frame Theory

and Writing, Testing Techniques, and Designing of the Programme. Cultural

relevance will be emphasised as well as preparation of materials that are

job-related and on a basic literacy level, so that they answer the questions

of Africa, Asia or Latin America, relating theology to local thought patterns.

Letter to the Editor: ADVANCED THEOLOGICAL STUDIES

Comment on the forthcoming CATS Board meeting in Seoul, April 4-6

’’Truly advanced theological studies in Asia, where less than 2% are

Christian, must 'go far beyond the classical western theological curriculum.

This was formed between 1550 and loOO when Protestant Europe was cut off

from the non-Christiari world by Islam in the south and east and by the

Spanish and Portugese navies in the west. The classical curriculum was

based on the illusion that the age of missions was past and the great

commission had expired with the death of the apostles. Theological

education trained men for the care of existing Christians, j-t was

designed for a form "of Christianity which had precisely no interest in

the conversion of the non-Christian peoples of Asia, 'Africa and the Americas.

’’Advanced theological studies in Asia today, in sharp contrast to all this

must be terrifically concerned with the propagation of the Gospel in Asia.

It must not slavishly follow the western curriculum hallowed though that
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is by four hundred years of seminary practice. Advanced theological

education must make room in its required core subjects, for scientific

studies of the inodes of propagation of the Gospel which God has blessed

in Asia during the last seventy years and especially during the last

twenty-five. Asian anthropology, social structures, and ethnic diversities

as they have in fact affected Church growth should be major subjects.

Accurately charted growth histories, with minute attention to the real

reasons for growth, arrest, decline or introversion should form a substan-

tial part of all advanced theological education.

"The study of the Bible to understand its unique passion for the redemp-

tion of men and societies is an essential and largely neglected aspect

of theology. In most western theologies, the great commission and with

it the central core of revelation, appear as an addendum. Church history

too must fit Asia . Understanding the ups and downs of Europe's denomina-

tions must come after adequate understanding of the dynamics of church

growth and development in China, India, Indonesia, Burma, Vietnam, Korea

and many other Asian lands.

"The determination of Asians to adjust theological education to make it

fit the realities of Asian populations and cultures is praiseworthy. It

is devoutly to be desired that the Seoul meeting in April will speak out

boldly for theological education which fits ministers and churches to

liberate numerous populations into the glorious freedom of Christ. The

passion of our Lord for the salvation of men and the enormous number of

Asians now seeking God, now sensing an inner emptiness, now winnable, are

two realities which advanced theological education should be quick to

realize."
DONALD A. McGAVRAN

Fuller Theological Seminary
School of World Mission

HISTORIC CONSULTATION OF CHINESE THEOLOGICAL EDUCATORS

"A Step Forward Toward Indigeniety" . The press release from the consultation

of Chinese theological educators and Church leaders, January 10-13, 1972,

in Hong Kong, announced the formation in Hong Kong of the Association for

the Promotion of Chinese Theological Education. This historic consultation

was attended by 41 Evangelical Theological Educators and Church leaders and

marked the first all—Chinese consultation on theological^education on a

pan-Asia level since the arrival of Robert Morrison in lo07 • It was also

probably the first major gathering of Chinese evangelical leaders in the

past fifty years.

Confronted by a crisis of ministerial leadership in the Chinese Church and

frustrated by the reality of denominational fragmentation and duplication

in Chinese theological education, these leaders gathered together for a

close look at the existing situation of Chinese speaking theological schools

in Asia, to identify the common needs faced by the Chinese Church at large

and to discuss critical issues in theological education. They gathered to

define their common tasks and to map out a direction for Chinese theological

education. They did not come for a mere consultation; they came with the

intention to implement their conclusions by way of concerted actions.

The delegates to the consultation, which was held in Mandarin, came from

the Philippines, Indonesia, Singapore, Thailand, the Republic of China

(Taiwan) and Hong Kong, and represented 18 Chines e-speaking seminaries

and Bible colleges. All the delegates were Chinese.

The sessions were given to hearing reports of the conditions of theological

education and the needs of the Chinese Church, to critically evaluate the



shape of theological education in the past, to identify the task today, and
to formulate the direction of it tomorrow. Critically evaluating the past,
the consultation made the following major observations:

1. Theological education among the Protestant Chinese has failed to meet
the real needs of the Chinese Church. The delegates unanimously agreed
that hence-forward Chinese theological education shall be developed accord-
ing to the needs of the Chinese Church; it shall no longer blindly follow
the form and content developed and transmitted by Western missionaries.

The needs peculiar to the Chinese Church today were identified as (l)

Ministers of the Gospel whose spiritual maturity and academic acumen are

equally developed no matter where they serve; (2) Pastors for large urban

Churches, especially for Chinese communities in S.E. Asian countries where

multi-language facilities and multi-cultural awareness are needed in

addition to regular theological and spiritual training; (3) The training

of lay readers: Elders, deacons, Sunday-school teachers, youth directors,

etc., through whom evangelism and Church growth may be carried out; and

( 4 ) specialists and scholars who can perform the teaching ministry and

engage in research for solving the problems faced by the Chinese Church.

2. The development of Chinese theological education has been patterned

on western models, especially that of the American Bible schools which

emerged in the 19th Century as a reaction to the liberalising tendency

within the larger theological institutions. It was noted that this fact

has resulted in a persistence of anti-theology and anti—intellectual

tendencies within the Chinese Church, and thereby frustrated the develop-

ment of Chinese theological scholarship. A second by-product is the

transmission of a literal, spiritualizing and moralizing method of

Biblical interpretation which has seriously jeopardised the development

of a systematic understanding of Biblical revelation among the Chinese.

To correct this the delegates proposed that Chinese theological education

must be developed in a four-fold balance: scholarship, practical experience,

spiritual nurture and service. They urged the adoption oi the Chinese

manner of "training by example" as an integral part of Chinese ministerial

training.

3. Chinese theological training has been retarded from early maturing on

account of Western, especially denominational, missionary administration,

so delegates urged the training of Chinese administrators.

4. Chinese theological education has been too monolithic. It has been

too pulpit oriented and pastorally directed and hence has failed to provide

diversified training to meet the multiple spheres and levels of the needs

and ministries of the Chinese Church. Delegates suggested that after some

basic core training is given, students should be trained according to their,

gifts and calling at an early stage.

5. Chinese theological education has been too fragmented on account of

mission-denominational structures. The delegates felt that since united

efforts in evangelical theological education among denominations has

proved to be almost impossible due to denominational commitments, distmo-

tives and "remote control", attempts for a more coordinated effort must

be done by Chinese leaders as individuals.

6. Many theological schools among the Chinese have failed to make provision

for their teachers to receive additional education, rest and recuperation,

and retirement plans.

In order to meet the above needs, delegates urge that a graduate school of

theology be established. It was suggested that, through providing diver-

sified programmes and multi-purpose facilities, such a centre could wel

serve as a centre for advanced theological studies in the Chinese language

where indigenous scholars and teachers could be trained, as a research
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centre in the areas of Chinese culture, Chinese society, new forms of
Evangelism and growth in various cultural-political areas, and in other
special projects suggested by the Chinese churches, as a centre for short-
term study for pastors and seminary teachers in Asia without leaving their
posts and families too long, and as a place for ministerial recuperation.

After three days of intensive deliberation and united supplication, includ-
ing a special session of prayer for Christians on mainland China, and
brain-storming suggestions, the delegates decided to form an association
for the promotion of Chinese Theological Education with Dr. Philip Teng
elected as its Chairman and with its headquarters in Hong Kong. The
association elected an executive committee of 15 members: Dr. Philip Teng
(Chairman), Dr. John Pao (Vice Chairman), Mr. Peter S. C. Chang (Secretary
and Temporary Executive Secretary), Rev. Tsang Lam-fong (Treasurer),
Rev. Maak Haychun (Accountant), Dr. Samuel Tang, Mr. Jonathan Chao,
Dr. Andrew Hsiao, Rev. Jonathan Wu, Dr. Andrew Song (Hong Kong); Elder
Wu Yung (Taiwan), Rev. Joseph Young (Philippines), Rev. David Luo (Thailand),

and Rev. Peter Wcngso (temporarily for Indonesia).

The Associations tasks have been stated as: (l) to promote theological
education among the Chinese Churches throughout Asia; to enhance communi-
cation and cooperation among Chinese theological schools; to assist
existing seminaries through raising their standards and, whenever possible,

providing teachers; (2) to assist in setting up research programmes; and

to promote the realisation of a graduate school of theology and research
centre; (3) to engage in theological publications. It was decided that
the Association will publish a News Communique and a theological journal.

It was also anticipated that the Association will engage in planned
publication of theological books, commentaries and reference works, both

in the Chinese original and in translations, and (A) to serve as a standard-
setting and recommending agency in matters relating to personnel,

curriculum, standards, etc.

The Association also decided to initiate in the coming year the publication

of its news communique and its theological journal, frame a constitution,

complete legal registration with the Hong Kong government, and select a

full-time Executive Secretary.

In response to the request of the delegates from Manila, it was also

decided that the second annual meeting of the Association shall be held in

Manila during the latter part of April 1973* An alternate location was

decided on for Singapore in June should unforeseeable events make the

original plan unrealisable. The first four days of the meeting will be

for Association members, and the last three days will be open to the

general public. The theme of the conference will be: "Theological

Education and Church Growth”.

The proceedings of the Consultation and the papers read are now being

edited for publication in Chinese and in English translation. The Office

of the Association for the Promotion of Chinese Theological Education is:

Room 604, 310 King 1 s Road, 6/F, Hong Kong.

THEOLOGICAL LECTURES ON CASSETTE TAPES

Dr. Bong Ro, TAP Coordinator for S.E. Asia, has recently sent out duplicated

lists of Theological lectures on Cassette tapes by well known scholars.

The list includes 25 tapes on various Old Testament books, 25 on New

Testament books, 5 on systematic theology and 1 on practical theology.

If your Church or seminary is interested in obtaining these lectures on

cassette tapes, please write to the TAP-Asia office, (33A, Chancery Lane,

Singapore 11). If there is a sufficient demand for these tapes, TAP-Asia

plans to translate the tapes into the various vernacular languages in

Asia. The cost of each tape is U.S.^2.00.
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REPORT OF THE "CONSULTATION ON ASSOCIATIONS"

The Consultation recognises the vital role of the Associations, particular-

ly as instruments of renewal. We find that the staff paper, ,fT.E.F. Ser-

vice to Associations 5 ' is very valuable for appreciating and furthering

this role. It accurately portrays the history, role and problems as well

as the possibilities of the Associations as agents of renewal.

The Consultation recommends the following considerations as important

points to be taken into account in the discussion of the said document:

1.

We recognise that associations are varied not only in type but also in

their role and function at any given historical moment. As a consequence,

the T.E.Fo cannot have a single universal and uniform policy with regard

to associations but must relate to each according to its own characterist-

ics.

2.

Renewal is undoubtedly an overall and determining objective for the

Associations. It must be understood in terms of the Gospel, which must

be interpreted relevantly and' creatively in the changing circumstances of

the context. For this reason, we stress the fact that the exact moaning

and ways of renewal have to be thought out in relation to the context and

to the movements of renewal already at work in a given place and oimc 0

3.

We think that the emphasis on contoxtualization

further exploration, taking account, among others,
is right, but it needs

of the following aspects:

(a) The method for analysing and grasping the meaning of the context,

de termini ng its authentic demands and needs, Wc must pay at c

ion in this respect to the question of ideologies as forms of

understanding and interpretation. „

(b) The criteria for judging and evaluating the context in terms oi

the Gospel. .....
(c) Account must be taken of the Churches and institutions as an

important part of the context.

A. Wc discussed the inter-rclations'hip of the Associations, the theologi-

cal schools and the Churches. It was agreed that rootedness in the ins-

titutions is necessary while it is also true that the Associa ion is m r j

than the sum of its members. The Associations need enough ^epara o o

tity to fulfil critical and renewing functions but without losing *e

support and trust of the membor schools. As to the extent and na ure

this separate identity of the Associations, there is among us a diffc

encc of opinion and emphasis.

5. We recognise that significant TEF support for the As.sociations ^will

have to continue during the time of the present mandate. But it is excoea

ingly important that tho Associations develop greater support from their

member schools and discover other sources of funds and the TE
^^roductnR

suit with oach Association as to the possibilities for gra ua y

TEF grants.

6. While V70 realise that the TEF as it exists may properly come to an

end, we think that it represents a continuing noed and possibili y

out to be examined for the future.
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T.E.F. COMMITTEE
Bromley, 1972-

A WORKING POLICY FOR TAE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
THIRD MANDATE OF THE THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION FUND

INTRODUCTION

Beginning in 1970 the Theological Education Fund was given a now

mandate "to help the churches reform the training for the Christian min-

istry (especially the ordained ministry and other forms of Christian

leadership in church and world) by providing selective and temporary ass-

istance and consultative services to institutions for theological educat-

ion and other centres of training"*

The determinant goal of its work is that the Gospel be expressed and

ministry undertaken in response to:

a) The widespread crisis of faith,

b) the issues of social justice and human cbv clopm ent,

c) the dialectic between local cultural and religious situations

and a universal technological civilization.

While its main focus is to be on Africa, Asia, the Caribbean, Latin

America and the Pacific it is aware that the questions with whicn it io

dealing are vital for the churches in all six continents* In carrying

out the mandate it is authorized to seek #3 > 300 ,000 during the period

- from 1970-1977 when the mandate ends.

Through extensive travel, consultation, survey and study thero - ave

evolved the following plans and policy for the implementation of the

Mandate.
?.

*

I. THE FUNDAMENTAL ‘SMCE

The fundamental stance of the TEF during the next five years can only

be defined by a series of unavoidable tensions inherent in the task the

mandate has laid upon us:

( 1 ) To sense with great clarity that the situation in theological

education today demands deep-seated and indeed radic a l__cji£m^gc s i

Q

—
in'g nims and structures* and ye t to discern what is valid from

the past. Thus the TEF must develop a programme which stands
,

dis

telyirT continuity with the first tv/o mandate periods, and yet strikes out

in new dcrcctions in response to the dominating issues before us 0 c,y.

To achieve that kind of sensitivity the basic stanco of tho TEF mus c

that of the Servant of Christ, striving to be both priestly and prop o ic,

both grateful for expressions of responsive faithfulness in the pas -.,n

hopeful for what is yet to come.

Yet v/ithin this position of tension, tho TEF programme must be

weighted toward the demand for change* Throughout much of the thir

world (as indeed elsewhere) the basic crisis in theological education can
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often be traced to the continued dominance of inherited and traditional

patterns. The struggle for a more authentic response to the Gospel - to

be the servant Church in loco - must overcome the problems imposed by the

present crisis in theological, education at several key points: Missio-
lcgically, the inherited form£ may have failed to rele.asc the potential

oT the” Gospel as a message of liberation for the poor -and oppressed, of
liberation of the rich end the poor from the bonds of domination that bind

the oppressed and the oppressors, thus falling short of realizing a minis-

try of the Servant Church* Theolo gically , both the approach and content

of theological reflection tend to move within the framev/ork of Western
question? and cultural presuppositions, failing to vigorously address the

Gospel of Jesus Christ to the particular situation* Western formulations

are sometimes wrongly understood as identical with the universal in Chris-

tian theology* P odago glcally ,
educational methodology developed under

the large influence of the inherited patterns, and driven by a demand for

highly-trained church leadership, may tend to falsely equate scholasticism

with excellence. Structurally, the traditional residential pattern may

tned to train people away from those they are to serve, to isolate the

process of theological education from the frontier issues of society,

while at the same time it is proving to be increasingly unviable financi-

ally.

On the whole, therefore, this stance implies clearly that the TEF

must concentrate its assistance at those points which promise to come to

grips with tho widerspread demand within the third world for renewal and

change in theological education and ministry.

(2) To take initiative in pressing tho fron ti er issues of renew .

and rc form ln m co 1c gi o a.l e&u

c

ation ,
and yet to develop a third mard

policy v/i t h i'l'ox i_b. ; lity and in response to particular local needs a.nu

situations c.s perceived lo coolly. Situations within the third world do

Tory; no single directive can meet all needs everywhere. To maintain

this stance the TEF must be willing to listen with sensitivity to those

voices in the third world who arc defining the shape of responsive faith-

fulness in theological education in their own areas.

(3) In our consultative and advisory capacities, to be critic a^_q_f

present si tuation s and ^et nob simply to be critical - some good things

are happening; what a.re they and where, and how can vie encourage and su-

pport these positive developments? V/e must be enough committed ^in a sen-

sitive way to the dominating deamnd for reform in theological education,

and yot modest enough to understand how others in their own situations arc

defining thoir problems and seeking solutions appropriate to their culture.

(4) To continue to study and reflect on the issue facing theological

education today, and yet not simply become a study team . The process of

reflection so prominent during the past two-year study period must be con-

tinued, while at the same time the TEF remmains precisely a fund with

grants to be made in support of undertakings of renewal.

The third mandate* s strong emphasis on renewal and reform in theolo-

gical education appears to focus upon a central concept, contcxtuality

,

the capacity to respond meaningfully to the Gospel within the framowork of
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one's own situation, Contcxtualization is not simply a fad or catch-word
but a theological necessity demanded by tho incarnational nature of the

Word, What does the terra imply?

It means all that is implied in tho familiar term "indigenization"
and yet seeks to press beyond, Contextunlization has to do with how wo

assess the’ peculiarity of third world contexts, Indigenization tends to

bo used in the sense of responding to the Gospel in terras of a traditional
culture, Contcxtualization, while not ignoring this, takes into account
the process of 3ccularity

p
technology, and the struggle for human justice,

which characterize the historical moment of nations in the Third World,

Yet a careful distinction must be made between auth entic and false

forms~^~oTteTFiu^l^cVi:lolu False contcxtualization yields to uncritical
accommodation, a form of culture faith. Authentic contcxtualization is

always prophetic, arising always out of a genuine encounter betv/een God ! s

Word and His world, and moves toward the purpose of challenging and chang-
ing the situation through rootedness in and commitment to a given histori-
cal moment.

It is therefore clear that contcxtualization is a dynami c not a static

proc es~s I Tt rocognizcs the continually changing nature of every human

situation and of the possibility for change, thus opening the way for the

future.

The agenda of a Third World contextualizing theology will have priori-

tics of its own. It may have to express its self-determination by unin-
^

hibitedly opting for a 11 theology of chango", or by recognizing unmist kablc

theological significance in such issues as justice, liberation, dialc xc

v/ith people of other faiths and ideologies, economic power, etc.

Yet contcxtualization does not imply tho fragmented isolation of

peoples and”cuXtarcs 0 While within each diverse cultural situation people

must struggle to regain their own identity and to become subjects of their

won history, there remains an intcr-dopendenco of contexts, Contcxtuali—

zation thereby moans that the possibilities for renewal must first of all

bo sensed locally and si tuationally ,
yet always within the framework of

contemporary intcr-dcpcndence which binds both to tho problems of tho

past and present and to tho possibilities for the future.

Finally, contoxtualization ,
while it stresses our local and situation-

al concerns, draws its basic pov/cr from the Gospel which is for all pocplo.

Thus contcxtualization contributes ultimately to the solidarity of all

pv/oplo in obedience to a common Lord.

If, then, contcxtualization bocomcs a chief characteristic of authent-

ic theological reflection, a request for support submitted to the T.E.F,

will be judged to have potential for renowal when:

(1) There is evidence of contcxtualization in mission .

(2) Thcro is ividcncc of contoxtualization in theolo gical apppo.^^ll*

(3) There is evidence of contcxtualization in educational method,

(4) There is ovidcnce of contoxtualization in structure .
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d. Extended inter—disciplinary reflection groups#

2 # Undertakings of renewing signifi cance within existing institutions
for theological training. Applying the "four- fold criteria of con-
textua.liza.tion, the TEE might consider typos of support including:

a# Curriculum revisions
b 0 Attempts -to apply greater input from social sciences and

other forms of inter-disciplinary training
Co Structural reformations
d„ Pedagogical innovations
Co Programmes giving emphasis to specialized ministry, con-

tinuing- education, practical training and ministerial
reformation*)

3 ® Extension Theological Education •

Beginning with the over-all strategy cf encouraging the development
of theological education by extension as a co-operative effort be-
tween the conservative evangelical churches and those more ecumenic-
ally^oriented, in order to stimulate a greater urgency for more
authentically contextual forms of theological training, the TEF might
consider support in three areas:

a<> Information: support for workshops for planning©
b 0 Materials? support for the writing and production of

extension textbooks*,
Co Experimentation and evaluation: support of projects

designed to test and improve the structures
methodology and content of extension theo-
logical education.

k • Foi.rms o f theologi c al education alternative to the traditional
residential pattern *,

The TEF response to these alternatives could be made selective by
giving attention to:

a. Projects which have a clear or potential relation to

ministeri al or leadership training oriented to frontier
situations;

b. Programmes related to the question of "whore 11 and"how"
training for Mis sion takes place . In other words, attempts
to do theology "in via" or "in involvement", on the one
hand, and methodological issues such as the interaction
between action and re flee ti n on the ether;

c. Breakthroughs in autochthonous reflection leading to renewed
missiological outlook and theological self-dotcrminaticn;

d • Efforts in consistent dialoguo with li-ving faiths and ideo-
logies which may deepen our understanding cf the Christian
Faith and of our sorvico tc all men;

e. Projects of inter-disciplinary approach to theology, mission
and training;
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f * £eA0V.-nt.
s cninal_jnib 1ica ti :: n s cmerging from activities and

reflection peculiar to the various "alternatives”;
G# Projects aiming at closer co-operati:

n

between the ”alter-
natives” and.thc thcYlr-ica'l schools;

h c Projects aiming at brdiging the gap between the theological
schools and the churches;

i* Projects v/hich show evidence of maintaining the tensitn
between quality in thought and acti n ,

5 o Faculty Developmen t 0

Support for faculty development in the third world will be considered
aloiig the following guidelines:

a* That there be evidence of joint thinking and action between
the seminaries and their supporting churches*

b 0 That there be flexibility of policy* Needs will vary in
different parts of the third world. TEF policy will
reflect these differing needs in responding to requests for
assistance in training faculty members,

c. That training be implemented regionally wherever possible.
.

or intcr-rcgionally within the Third World*
do That some scholarships to the West be ensidered if the

situation mokes it valid. But whenever this is done a new
way f relating to Wetern faculties should be explored^

e 0 That there be a greater cariety in subjects and styles in
the types of grants made f:>r faculty development

„

f* That a pedagogical concern become a part of all faculty
development projects 0

g„ That an increased role for the associations be sought in the
process of faculty development.

6. Associations

TEF support for the third world associations of theological schools
nay be considered along the following guidelines;

a* That tho associations have as their purpose to find a wider
role in dealing with the frontier issues of renewal and
reform in theological education.

b. That assistance for tho administrative expenses of the
associations be given on a selective basis in a way v/hich
seeks to encourage their autonomy.

c. That project assistance to the associations - study institut-
es, etc. - be evaluated in the light of the fundamental con-
cern of the TEF for contcxtuali ty in theology.

7. Teaching Methodology and Theological Curriculum.

The TEF recognized this concern as vital and important, the subject
of much ferment and change in theological education everywhere today,
Further detailed study n this area is to be carried out by the
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staff anor July 1973. TEF support within this a ron will 0XTllpc ssibxlitles m the following types if activities®
P ' rS

a. Skills, support of study conferences cr plans to en-blethose rosp nsiblo f r the lorir-o *
en, ble

SunLnU°n:
PinC ***- M

p-uagogical issues now at stake in theological oduc»ti n

?!;

L

1
/i
ClUU ° explorin

k’ implications inherent in the”teacherAearner relationship, an orientation of education

standkinr
r
if tV'^t

Hh^-tion and mission, and an under-

tn
" f ^cation as a dialogical process in responseto the nature of the Gospel itself as a Were! a’dressod topeople in their particular sccio-cultur.il situati ns '

Theassumption throughout is that good tcnching/learning osmore than a matter of skills and techniques, but involves* C °mH±tnent thc integrity of the learner
"

v,

atlV
^

Possibilities within his own situation, nomatter how unschooloc. or non-academic he might bo„ The'stance further assumes that vivid teaching demands mere,not less, m the way of disciplined theological reflection..
'
^2™cvtj^ c The gathering and evaluation of information
'*'"1 ™ c

'?l
8 and significant experiments going on in vari. usparts -f the world, and to make that information available.

8« Educational Media*

a. T£Xtboqks 0
.

Supplementary Grants to existing proGrammes ire
tu be c nsiaerecl on a selective basis. No new block Grantpro Grammes ore to be considered. The criteria by whichrequests for textbooks aid are to be judged, whether themphasis is on traditional proGranmes or experimental
material, may be;

Rel;
Rol:

iteclness
itedness

current teachinG method
in toachinc methodnew trends

Co-ordination of theoloGical teachinG literature withother kinds of educational media
Co-ordination of theoloGical t roininc literature v/ith
other forms of Christian communication

Maximum use cf local publishinG facilities
Maximum use of local educational facilities
Training of teachers in the fullest possible use of
traditional media.

TraininG of teachers in the use of new media
' Contextualization* of media, whether traditi;nal or
experimental

DpGroG of immediate self— support
Ultimate financial viability

b. Library grants, Acain applyinG tho principle of selectivity,
some nov/ Grants of library books are to bo considered on an
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individual basis* No new block grant library programme
is to be established* The four-fold principle of context-
uality shall apply to these as all grants. Of special
importance is the continued emphasis on projects for the
training of librarians and projects which explore hov; books
arc to be used in theological training

.

c • Subsidy to theological journals * Any assistance shal 1 be
selective according to the principles of contextuality 0

d„ Ac! hoc publications and other communications media
"{pamphlets, casette programmes, etc.) on a selective basis
if they meet the principles of contextuality

.
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NEAATS* Newsletter - First Outcome of NEAATS Second Assembly

With the £nd Assembly held in Seoul, May 3-5, 1971 the NEAATS enter-

ed an advanced stage of its existence. Among tho important decisions made

during the Assembly the proposed "The NEAATS* Newsletter” drew an enthusi-

astic response from all the participants who wished to be informod of the

various happenings in tho sphere of theological education in tho nations

within the region* The NEAATS Newsletter is planned to be issued quarterly,

except for possible special issues, whenever there are any urgent matters

to be shared among the member schools. In order to avoid inconvenience,

tho Newsletter will be issued locally and distributed directly to the mem-

ber schools as well as to other related organizations throughout the world.

KAATS study programs during 1971 - 1972

The recently held officers* meeting of the KAATS reviewed tho programs

of the Association during the latter half of tho current year. Tho major

emphasis of the KAATS during the period will be focussed on study programs

on various subjects# The projected areas of study conference will be as

follows;

1971 Sept*

1972

Joint conference of church leaders and theologi-
cal educators on the financial and administrat-
ive policy of theological schools.

Seminar on ’'Indigenous Theology”*

Consultation on "Curriculum building and teach-
ing methodology”.

Joint meeting of theological students and Deans

of Students on the "Student Affairs",

Joint seminar of Catholic and Protestant theologi-
ans.

Teachers' seminar of local seminaries*

Librarians ' co nsultation*

/
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Dr, Jong Sung Rhee installed as the new president of Presbyterian Theo -

logical Soninary, Seoul.

Many congratulations wore expressed to Dr. Jong Sung Rhee who was

recently installed as the 10th president of Presbyterian Theological Semi-

nary in Seoul, one of the leading theological schools in Korea,. Until

his installation Dr. Rhee served as dean while teaching as senior profess-

or of systematic theology at the Seminary. President Rhee has also made

remarkable contributions to the NEAATS in the past years as a co-director

and now is a member of its executive committee. Dr. Rhee studied at

Princeton Theological Seminary for the STM degree, and later he received

a Th.D. in the field of Systematic Theology from the San Francisco Theo-

logical Seminary, Calif. U.S.A. The Northeast Asia Journal of Theology

owes much to Dr. Rhee for the numerous articles he has contributed.

Catholic Seminary invited Protestant speakers to Seminar on Biblical
studies.

During the la. ter part of May this year Dai Kun Theological Seminary,

one of the two Catholic theological schools in Korea., hold its annual

study conference on the Biblical Studies. Protestant theologians wore in-

vited as guest speakers. Drs. C. C. Kim and Byung Moo Ahn of Hankuk Theo-

logical Seminary and Tong Ok Kim of Methodist Theological Seminary attend-

ed the conference as guest lecturers. This event indicates the progress

of the ecumenical effort which has been made by both Catholic and Protest-

ant scholars in Korea. Desire was expressed after the conference that a

joint seminar of larger scale, gathering more theologians from both sides,

be held in the near future. Another significant move as a result of the

conference was that Dai Kun Theological Seminary expressed its desire to

become an affiliated member school of the KAATS. It is expected that the

KAATS executive committee will scon take up this matter for decision.

Hankuk Theological Seminary undertook special project on Field Education

Hankuk Theological Seminary set aside a week, from June 22 through 27*

for a special project on the field education for all its students. All

the students were dispatched to the five areas of field work, i.c. Indust-

rial., Rural, Urban, Mass Communication, and ethers, according to the stu-

dents* own interests, guided by the Field Work Committee. This project

aimed to help students comprehend techniques for implementing pastoral
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Theology in real situations through actual involvement. During the train-
ing period the students were subject t.n the directorship of the Institut-
ion concerned which had required hard physical labor, not merely superfi-
cial observations. After the training, each student was requested to
submit an individual- report on the project to the Evaluation Committee.
The Evaluation Committee revealed that the students were deeply involved
with greater enthusiasm and concern,, but were dismayed -

t
to certain degree

to find the difference between what they have learned in the classroom
and what they have seen in the actual situations. This very. fact indicates
that classroom activities and actual involvement in reality have to bo
integrated in such a v/ay that theological education may c-quip the student
with a keen sensitiveness to the actual situation. Though the project
was planned and executed on an experimental basis, it is hoped that it
can be carried out as a part of the regular curriculum.

Two seminaries set up the Research Institutes on Missions

The Methodist Theological Seminary and Seoul Theological Seminary
(Holiness) have recently set up Research Institutes on Missions. The pur-
pose of such research institutes is to investigate and study concerning
the present situations related to missions throughout the Koroan church in
order to provide the v/orking tools for effective missions in the new age.
In order to accomplish this purpose, the research institutes will .carry
out the work in the three categories: 1) Investigation of the actual
conditions existing in the various Christian projects, 2) research
activities, 3) publications. The members of the institutes 'will be com-
posed of theological teachers, pastors, laymen, as well, as mission caries
who are in agreement with the purpose of the institute, according to the

regulations of the Methodist Research Institute.

The Research Institute sot up by Seoul Theological -S-eminary is also

planning to concentrate on the three areas of study, namely 1) Korean
culture and Christianity as pro-understanding of Christian mission, 2)

analysis of situations related to mission, 3 ) guidelines for .-Christian
mission in Korean society. Besides these two newly-set up research ins-
titutes, there already exist in the Hankuk Theological Seminary the Re-
search Center on the Theological Education and the Research Institute on

the Korean culture in the College of Theology, Yonsci University,
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Yonsci adds more teaching staff

The College of Theology, Y:nsci University, is joyously looking for-

ward to welcoming additional faculty members, Prof. Sang Ho Lee, and Prof*

Sung Kook Hahm, who have recently completed doctoral work abroad, and ex-

pect to join the faculty at Yonsci before long. Prof. Sang Ho Lee has

terminated the work for a doctoral degree in the field of Hew Testament

studies at Boston University School of Theology. Prof. Leo is the recipi-

ent of a scholarship from T.E.F. Prof. Hahm has also completed doctoral

v/ork in the field of Old Testament at Boston University. Since the first

semester of the current academic year Yonsci welcomed a. Hew Testament scho-

lar, Dr. Chan Hc-e Kim, v/ho received a Ph.D. in the field of Hew Testament

studies. Prof. Kim is chairman of the department of Religion in general

education at’ Yonsci University while teaching Hew Testament courses both

at the Gollcgc of Theology and United Graduate School of Theology.

Comings and Goings this Summer

Dr. Harold S. Hong , President of Methodist Theological Seminary, plans
to leave for the U.S. to attend the World Methodist Council Meeting,
to be held at Denver, Colorado, in August.

Dr, Chong Hahm Cho , President of Seoul Theological Seminary, left Seoul
recently for a 3-nonth visit to the U.S. Dr. Cho is expected to offer
the lectures at Olivet College and Wesleyan Society while in the States.

Dr. Kwang Sun Suh , Dean of Department of Christian Studies, Ev/ha Woman's
University, has been invited as a guest to the Kyoto American Studies
Summer Seminar to.be held at Doshisha. University from July 19-31-

Prof. Young Hak Hyun , Professor cf Christian Ethics at Ewha Woman's
University, is serving as a teaching faculty member at the ALDEC which
is being in session at Gotemba, YMCA conference camp. The ALDEC is a
program for leadership training for student workers in Asia sponsored
by WSCF.

Dr. Tai-dong Han , Dean of College of Theology, Yonsci University, will
soon leave Seoul for an extensive trip covering the U.S., Israel and
India for a research project.

Prof. Ham Dong Suh , Professor of Systematic Theology, the College cf
Theology, Yonsci University, is presently attending the meeting of

the Committee on Faith and Order, WCC, which is being held in

Brussels.

Prof. Chan Kook Gin , Professor of Old Testament, College cf Theology,
Yonsci University, expects to return to Korea toward the end of this
summer after a year cf study at Mayor's College, Scotland. On his way
back to Korea. Prof. Gim plans to spend some time in Israel for archeo-
logical observations.
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NEAATS 1 Newsletter - First Outcome of NEAATS Second Assembly

With tho 2nd Assembly held in Seoul, May 3-5, 1971,., the NEAATS enter-
ed on advanced stage of its existence. Among the important decisions made
during the Assembly the proposed "The NEAATS* Newsletter" drew an enthusi-
astic response from all the participants who wished to be informed of the

various happenings in the' sphere of theological education in the nations
within the region* The NEAATS Newsletter is planned to be issued quarterly,
except for possible special issues, whonever there are any urgent natters
to be shared among the member schools. In order to avoid inconvenience,
the Newsletter will be issued locally and distributed directly to the mem-
ber schools as well as to other related organizations throughout the world.

KAATS study programs during 1971 - 1973

The recently hold officers* meeting of the KAATS reviewed tho programs

of the Association during the latter half of tho current year. The major
emphasis of the KAATS during tho period will be focussed on study programs

on various subjects. The projected areas of study conference will be as

follows;

1971 Sept* Joint conference of church leaders and theologi-

Tainan Diree tor
Sec. for Information

Tong Ok Kim
Jac Eun Kim

July, 1971
KO/ 71-1

cal educators on the financial and administrat-
ive policy of theological schools.

Oct. Seminar on "Indigenous Theology"*

Nov. Consultation on "Curriculum building and teach-
ing methodology".

Dec. Joint meeting of theological students and Deans
of students on the "Student Affairs".

Jan. Joint seminar of Catholic and Protestant theologi-
ans.

Feb* Teachers' seminar of local seminaries.

April Librarians 1 consultation

1972
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Dr, Jong Sung Rhee installed as the new president of Presbyterian Theo-

logical Seninary, Seoul,

Many congratulations wore expressed to Dr. Jong Sung Rhee who was

recently installed as the 10th president of Presbyterian Theological Semi-

nary in Seoul, one of the leading theological schools in Korea.. Until

his installation Dr. Phec served as dean while teaching as senior profess-

or of systematic theology at the Seminary. President Rhee has also made

remarkable contributions to the NEAATS in the past years as a co-director

and now is a member of its executive committee. Dr. Rhee studied at

Princeton Theological Seminary for the STM degree, and later he received

a Th.D. in the field of Systematic Theology from the San Francisco Theo-

logical Seminary, Calif. U.S.A. The Northeast Asia Journal of Theology

owes much to Dr. Rhee for the numerous articles he has contributed.

Catholic Seminary invited Protestant speakers to Seminar on Biblical

studios.

During the later part of May this year Dai Kun Theological Seminary,

one of the tv/o Catholic theological schools in Korea, held its annual

study conference on the Biblical Studies. Protestant theologians wore in-

vited as guest speakers. Drs. C. C. Kim and Byung Moo Ahn of Hankuk Theo-

logical Seminary and Yong Ok Kim of Methodist Theological Seminary attend-

ed the conference as guest lecturers. This event indicates the progress

of tho ecumenical effort which has been made by both Catholic and Protest-

ant scholars in Korea. Desire was expressed after the conference that a

joint seminar of larger scale, gathering more theologians from both sides,

be hold in the near future. Another significant move as a result of the

conference was that Dai Kun Theological Seminary expressed its desire to

become an affiliated member school of tho KAATS. It is expected that the

KAATS executive committee will scon take up this matter for decision.

Hankuk Theological Seminary undertook special project on Field Education

Hankuk Theological Seminary set aside a week, from June 22 through 27,

for a special project on the field education for all its students. All

the students were dispa.tchcd to the five areas of field v/ork, i.c. Indust-

nl T3m»nl TTWK«ir» M^ n f'Mvimiin-? on+'l nr nTlH O'hVinT’R. P T. f! T fdiII£ tO thC StU—
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Theology n real situations thorough, actunljurrolvcmcnt. During the train-
ing period the students were subjoct-to-tho directorship of the Institut-
ion concerned which had r-cquirod hard physical labor, not merely superfi-
cial observations. After the training, each student was requested to
submit an individual report on the project to the Evaluation Committee.
The Evaluation Committee revealed that the students were deeply involved
with greater enthusiasm and concern, but were dismayed to certain degree
to find the difference between what they have learned in the classroom
and what they have seen in the actual situations. This very fact indicates

at classroom activities and actual involvement in reality have to be
integrated in such a way that theological education may equip the student
with a keen sensitiveness to the actual situation. Though the project
was planned and executed on an experimental basis, it is hoped that it
can bo carried out as a part of the regular c^iculum.

Two seminaries set up the Research Institutes on Missions

The Methodist Theological Seminary and Seoul Theological Seminary
(Holiness) have recently set up Research Institutes on Missions. The pur-
pose of such research institutes is to investigate and study concerning
the present situations related to missions throughout the Korean church in
-rdcr to provide the working tools for effective missions in the new ago.
In order to accomplish this purpose, the research institutes will carry
out the work in the throe categories: 1 ) Investigation of the actual
c jndi tions existing in the various Christian projects, 2) research
activities, 3 ) publications. The members of the institutes will be com-
posed of theological teachers, pastors, laymen, as well as missionaries
who are in agreement with the purpose of the institute, according to the
regulations of the Methodist Research Institute.

The Research Institute sot p by Seoul Theological Seminary is also
planning to concentrate on the throe areas of study, namely 1) Korean
culture and Christianity as pro-understanding of Christian mission, 2)
analysis of situations related to mission, 3 ) guidelines for Christian

osion in Korean society. Besides these two newly—set up research ins—
cs, there already exist in the u.aikuk Theological Seminary the Re-

search Center on the Theological Education and the Research Institute on
the Korean culture in the College of Theology, Tonsoi University.
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Yonsoi adds more teaching staff

The College of Theology, Yonsei University, is joyously looking for-

ward to welcoming additional faculty members, Prof. Sang Ho Lee, and Prof.

Sung Kook Hahm, who have recently completed doctoral work abroad, and ex-

pect to join the faculty at Yonsei before long. Prof. Sang Ho Lee has

terminated the work for a doctoral degree in the field of New Testament

studies at Boston University School cf Theology. Prof. Lee is the recipi-

ent of a scholarship from T.E. F. Prof. Hahm has also completed doctoral

work in the field of Old Testament at Boston University. Since the first

semester of the current academic year Yonsoi welcomed a New Testament scho-

lar, Dr. Chan Hoc Kim, who received a Ph.D. in the field of New Testament

studies. Prof. Kim is chairman of the department of Religion in general

education at Yonsei University while toaching New Testament courses both

at the College of Theology and United Graduate School of Theology.

Comings and Goings this Sumner

Dr. Harold S. Hong , President of Methodist Theological Seminary, plans
to leave for the U.S. to attend the World Methodist Council Meeting,
to be held at Denver, Colorado, in August.

Dr. Chong Nahm Cho , President of So^ul Theological Seminary, left Seoul
recently for a 3-ttonth visit to the U.S. Dr. Cho is expected to offer
the lectures at Olivet College and Wesleyan Society while. in the States.

Dr. Kwang Sun Suh , Dean of Department of Christian Studies, Ewha Womans
University, has been invited as a guest to the Kyoto American Studies
Summer Seminar to.be held at Doshisha University from July 19-31-

Prof. Young Hak Hyun , Professor of Christian Ethics at Ewha Woman's
University, is serving as a teaching faculty member at the ALDEC which
is being in session at Gotenba, YMCA conference camp. The ALDEC is a
program for leadership training for student workers in Asia sponsored
by WSCF.

Dr. Tai-dong Han , Dean of College of Theology, Yonsei University, will
soon leave Seoul for an extensive trip covering the U .£., Israel and
India for a. research project.

Prof. Nam Dong Suh , Professor of Systematic Theology, the College cf
Theology, Yonsei University, is presently attending the meeting of

the Committee on Faith and Order, WCC, which is being held in

Brussels.

Prof. Chan Kook Gin , Professor of Old Testament, College cf Theology,
Yonsei University, expects to return to Korea toward the end of this
summer after a year cf study at Mayor's College, Scotland. On his way
back to Korea Prof. Gin plans to spend some time in Israel for archeo-
logical observations.
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Dear Colleagues:

It has passed about eight months since the 2nd Assembly of the North East

Asia Association of Theological Schools was held in Seoul in May last year, which had

provided an opportunity to bring about 50 delegates from three member countries to

gether with a few guests from other regions. As we recall still vividly, the theme of the

Assembly was "Living Theology”, and it took sometime from the outset to define the

concept of the terminology. Although it was not quite clear what it was all about, at

least the intention of the theme was fully communicated and appreciated by the partici -

pants.

During the time between the first and second Assembly the NEAATS had

experienced the rapid change of the historical context in which the theological educators

found themselves, and which compelled them to reflect seriously on the entire program-

mes of theological education to see whether theological education today makes the living

testimony to the Gospel which is relevant to the historical situation.

It was due to this general feeling that at the end of the final session the

Assembly commissioned the executive committee to concentrate on studying thoroughly

the entire programmes of theological education by way of setting up a few concrete

study programmes. At the executive committee which was met immediately following

the Assembly it was agreed that study in relation to the TEF 3rd mandate, especially

on 1) living theology in the present context; 2) curriculum, and 3) administration-struc-

ture and finance should be completed by May 1972 and should be conducted as follows:

a) two national discussion; and

b) at least one of them to be held in time for reports to be made at the

next executive committee meeting.

In response to this instruction, I have endevoured with full cooporation by the

executive committee members of KAATS and Korean members of the executive com

mittee of the NEAATS to carry out the programmes focussing mainly on the study

programmes. Hence this report will first of all reveal the intermediary results of the

various study programmes which were executed during the past months, although there

are a few other features of the events of the KAATS to be mentioned in this report.

Lastly a brief mentioning will be made concerning the major activities of the KAATS

planned for 1972.

NEAATS NEWSLETTER
NORTHEAST ASIA ASSOCIATION OF THEOLOGICAL SCHOOLS

Director’s Report

Jan. 1972

Yong Ok Kim



I. Theological Educators-Church Leaders Consultation

Date: Sept. 19-20, 1971

Place: Korea Christian Academy House

Participants: 21

Lectures: Two papers were read by Dr. Harold S. Hong (Methodist Theological

Seminary) and Dr. Jong Sung Rhee (Presbyterian Theological Seminary)

The first study programme undertaken by the KAATS after the NEAATS’ second

Assembly dealt with the problem of finance and administration which is considered a

most serious issue of theological education in this area today. The financial problem

has become more and more serious for many thelogical schools as the subsidies from the

Mission Boards were cut off or reduced.

It is also true that the most schools heavily depend upon the income from the

tuition fees which is a major financial resourse. However, the income from the tuition

fees can hardly meet the financial need because of the considerably smaller size of student

body and the lesser amount of the tuition. Only a very few schools possess some sorts

of income resources such as firms, buildings, and saving deposits, to which, however,

numerous problems are often attached.

One of the most viable resources can be found in 'the support from the churches

to which the theological schools are related. Unfortunately, it seems that the relation

between theological seminaries and churches have not been quite satisfactory, as far as

the financial matters are concerened, for the churches have not felt responsible for

supporting the theological schools as long as the latter depended on the subsidies from

the Mission Boards.

But today’s situation has become very different. The theological schools are

compelled to find financial viability from the sources other than foreign aids. In this

light the churches are called for paying closer attention to the theological schools.

Consequently, most churches have become aware of financial responsibility to the theological

institutes.

The church leaders who attended the consultation have shown clear indication that

they would commit themselves to take positive action for this pressing needs. Moreover

they also went one step further by making a suggestion that theological schools will

approach to the laymen in the churches who are financially powerful so that they may

see the needs and make contributions to the theological education.

II. Seminars on Indigenous Theology

Date: From August to December, 1971

Team Researchers: Prof. Byung Mu Ahn (Hankuk Theol. Seminary)

Prof. Chul Ha Han (Presbyterian Theol. Seminary)



Prof. Younghak Hyun (Ewha Woman’s University)

Prof. Kyoung Bae Min (Yonsei University)

Prof. Sung Bum Yun (Methodist Theol. Seminary)

Public Discussion: Dec. 19, 1971

Living theology can be conceived in terms of indigenous theology, for it concerns seriously

with the historical context from which it develops. It goes without saying that no

theology can claim to be relevant unless it has voice to speak out to the given situation.

However, an acute problem still remains, which calls for responsible clarification. This

has to do with the problem of "text and context” ,which seems often create a complicated

dichotomy.

Beginning from August this year the above-mentioned members of team research

met every month to read and discuss their papers. Though the discussions have not been

completed, it can be said so far that the indigenous theology calls for attention from

two different angles. Firstly, an indigenous theology claims that theologians must relate

the Christian gospel to the cultural inheritance so as to make Christianity understandable

and relevant to the people of the concrete cultural context. As much as the Westerners

understood Christianity from the western cultural backgrounds, we Asians should approach

to Christianity from the Asian context. This line of discussion seems quite familiar to

most Asian theologians. In fact this approach has led to the traditional definition of

indigenous theology.

However, there is another type of indigenous theology. Whereas the former tends

to be past-oriented, there is a strong opinion that theology must present Christianity which

is relevant to the present situation, if it intends to be living theology. Therefore, theo-

logians should be sensitive enough to the current issues of the life context in which they

live.

No one should pass judgement on these two diverse interpretations of indigenous

theology without recognizing the validity of their claims to certain extent. But the problem

seems to center around the relation between the text and context, which calls for further

explorations. It is for this reason that in 1972 the KAATS looks forward to setting up

a continuing study programme on this hermeneutic issue of the text and context.

III. The 7th General Meeting of the KAATS

Date: Oct. 25, 1971

Place: Union Christian Building, Seoul

Participants: 52 representatives from 14 member schools

Although the general meeting is an annual event of the Association, the meeting of 1971

marks a significant occasion for some re^ons. That is to say, for the first time of its

history, the KAATS received a catholic theological seminary as a full member school.



At present the membership of the Association increased to 16, which added two more

schools since May this year. We expect to welcome another catholic seminary in the

near future as a part of our ecumenical body.

Also it is to be noted that the general meeting this year commissioned the exec-

utive committee to develop the study programmes of various categories during the year

1971-1972. The next general meeting will be held in October next year according to

the amended constitution.

The newly elected KAATS’ officers are as follows:

President: Prof. Chong Wha Kim (Korea Union College)

Recording

Secretary: Prof. Kyoung Bae Min (Yonsei University)

Treasurer: Prof. Chae Woon Na (Presbyterian Theol. Seminary)

Planning Committee:

Prof. Chin Kyung Chung (Seoul Theol. Seminary)

Prof. Jin Man Kim (St. Michael’s Seminary)

Prof. Tong Whan Moon (Hankuk Theol. Seminary)

Prof. Haeng Duk Chung(Taejon Methodist Theol. Seminary)

General Secretary: Prof. Yong Ok Kim (Methodist Theol. Seminary)

IV. Various Events During May-December, 1971

1. Inter-seminary student seminar:

Last November about 40 students of the various thedogical schools attended the

Inter-seminary student seminar held in Seoul for three days. The theme for general

discussion was "The Role of Remnants”. The theme was analized from the biblical,

sociological, and missiological view points.

2. Visiting professors:

Prof. Edward Dawey, Professor of systematic theology and history of Christian doctrine

at Princeton Theological Seminary, U.S.A., delivered an open lecture on "Contemporary

American Theology and Religious Situation in America”. Prof. Dawey came to

Korea upon the invitation from Presbyterian Theological Seminary in Seoul on the

occasion of the 70th anniversary of the school.

Prof. Ciriaco Lagunzad, Jr. ,
Professor of church ministry at Union Theological

Seminary, Philippines, also the Coordinator of the Inter-seminary Program of Field

Education, in Philippines, visited Korea for ten days for his own research programme

on the field education. While staying in Korea, Prof. Lagunzad attended the

various meetings of the field work directors and made significant contributions.

— 4 —



3. Returning professors:

Upon the completion of the studies abroad, 6 theologians returned Korea this year

to take part in teaching at the various theological schools. They are as follows:

Prof. Sang Ho Lee (Yonsei University) New Testament

Prof. Chan Kook Gim (Yonsei University) Old Testament

Prof. Tong Whan Moon (Hankuk Theol. Seminary) Christian Education

Prof. So Young Kim (Pusan Union Theol. Seminary) Practical Theology

Prof. Hee Kuk Ahn (Hankuk Theol. Seminary) Rural Ministry

Prof. Sung Kuk Hahm (Yonsei University) Old Testament

V. Plans for 1972, KAATS

Theologians-Laymen’s Consultation (September)

KAATS Lectureship on Indigenous theology (July)

Local Seminary Teachers Seminar (January)

Consulatation on Curriculum and Textbook (January)

Roving Lectureship (June)

Publication of ’Theological Education” (October)

Joint Classes for graduate students (March-July)

Study commission on “Student Affairs” (April)

Librarians’ seminar (March)

Inter-seminary student seminar (March)

Protestant-Catholic dialog (May)

— 5 —
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Annual Personal Report, 1971-7,"

The missionary movement all over the world may be in crisis,

and mission work may have its problems, but furloughs, at least,

better than ever. Ours began in Africa, chairing a tnree-day Conference

on Theological Education for the Vforld Presbyterian Alliance at Haxrobfc,

continued for five montks^s a Senior Scholar at Fitzwilliam and Westminster

Jollb es in Cambridge working on the Jest Asia period of early Asiatic

church history, and finished up in Princeton where I commuted to hew iwok

to lecture at Columbia University's East Asian Institute. But as always,

the best part of furlough seems to be getting back home to Korea.

Changes at the seminary include a vigorous new president. Dr.

Khee Jong-Sung, and a new chairman of the Board, Dr. Han Kyung-ohik.

Enrollment is uo from about 200 last year to 240 this year, most of the

increase being attributable to an enlargement of the non-degree preparatory

course of training for the pastoral ministry. The Graduate School

has also been enlarged, with new Master's degrees offered in Christian

Education and Practical Theology, and I have gladly turned over the

Deanship to Dr. Han Chpl-Ha, acquiring in the process a new title,

Associate President, gives me responsibility for the seminary 3 whole

program of graduate and research studies, including a proposed School of

Missions. My teaching schedule runs between six to eight hours a wee.<

wit7classes this year in Asian Church History, Presbyterian Church History.

Ecumenic s, and one course for graduate students with
Jjj

*

Sst of Korean preaching this year has been in churches where my

pupils are student pastors.

Outside the seminary my major responsibilities are also in the

field of education as a member of the Board of Directors of three schools.

Prestigious Tonsei University continues to expand its strategic role as

rs».r?n Saving th, educational lfel of th. «h.l.

a divided campns program in fro °iti«s a

S£ iT/fete™ “»sp£T,tU dovn fro.^ro^C^ard^
kept alive. Affiliated with, but independent from W lonsei

responsibility, is ^ ra^® ThSlo°y, located on the 'fonsei campus,
of the Ecumenical Graduate School ox ineo ^

,

More peripheral, but just as interesting, have been such extra

assignments as leading an argil*

^e ueoai n-b.ri.ss and »a.S Urn. at

ZfZX ir.Tfi Korea-

Seoul

June 12, 1972



Newsletter (january/February, 1972)

Kwangou Boys Town
P. 0. Box 97
Kwangju, Korea 500

March 12, 1972

Dear Friends Near and Far:

The latest development of fundamental and rapid changes in the

relationship of nations and peoples throughout the world calls for

our better ability to foster the growth of mutual understating and

cooperation of our Christian interests in bringing love and peace

on earth. The context of our Kwangju Boys Town ministry also begins

to change? something abruptly opening up genuinely new possiblities

of serving God and mankind. With the help from God and by uniting

our strength and life together in peace and commitment, we can con-

tinue to stand on the firm foundation of higher calling love ior

the suffering humanity, even to "one of the least of these my brethren

(Mt. 25 : 40)

As the director of Kwangju Boys Town, I wish to express my sincere

appreciation to each and everyone of you for your continuous interests

and efforts in helping the homeless juvenile delinquents in Kwangju

to help themsleves. Your prayers, encouragements, boxes of clothings,

and direct financial supports as well as many other forms of your

participation in the suffering of these boys, have been enabling us

to carry on our voluntary works among the hungry >
naked, disheartened

and forgotten boys in Kwangju.

During past two months, many exciting and challenging things have

happened in our Kwangju Boys Town works. Our works among the home-

less juvenile delinquents have been honored by receiving an

letter of appreciation given by the Minister of Justice of Korean

Government last January. Local Radio, T.V., Newspaper, and oth r

mass media have been introducing our works to the City of Kwangju.

We were deeply encouraged by a fine letter of encouragement an a

gift from Lt. Governor of Illinois. Many volunteer workers from our

local community have rendered invaluable services to the boys.

You are all important parts of our voluntary ministry!

In this newsletter, I would like to share with you a part of

many "happenings", "developments", and "needs" of ourj^SJIt

~Rovs Town Project , Halfway House B°ys
û _

torv Work, /inter Rgsjsue Ministry., Radio Ministry ,
and i_—L-—

~

ties. " iH order to' help you to get a better idea of our works, six

1



snapshots (with No. #1, #3,... on the hack of each picture) are enclo-

sect*

KwANGJU BOYS TOv/II PROJECT ; (picture #1, #2)

Your generous gifts have enabled Kwangju Boys Town to p^chase

Seven acres of beautiful land to start with. It is located within a

mile from the city boundary line. An express highway is under const-

ruction near our town by Korean Government. It has a good source of

water. Within one year, our government is going to install electri-

city in this area. A part of the high ground (a low hill) in the land

is covered with a beautiful pine grove, (p. #l) There is a small vi-

neyard in the low ground planted two years ago. A small straw-thatched

Korean house in the land will be a temporary shelter for the boys till

we build permanent quarters, (P. #l) Boys in the halfway house and

Kwangju Boys Reformatory are all excited about this land which will

become of their own town real soon. (P. ift.) There will, no doubt, be

countless exciting and joyful •‘events’' in the life of the boys in this

town. And you and I are blessed to make this to happen and withess

it joyfully.

Our Building Committee and Farming Committee of Kwangju Boys Town

have decided to undertake the following projects and programs beginn-

ing from the latter part of March. Sven though we do not have enough

fund to start with, we start these projects with our faith in God and

in the good hearts and hands of people for the suffering children.

Our love for these boys help us to have faith and hope in God and in

"us"

.

Project Budget Assests Need

fr1. Community Center

#2. One Housing Unit

#3 . playground

#4. Farming Tools

#5. Livestock

7#>. Livestock Barns

$6,000.00 $3,300.00
1,200.00 600.00

200.00 OoOO

200.00 200.00
300.00 200.00

1,400.00 300.00

$2,500.00
600.00
200.00

0.00
100.00
900.00

Total

:

$9,300.00 $5,000.00 $4,300.00

These projects are a part of Kwangju Boys Town Project Phase

I (Master Plan)

.

Kwangju Boys Town Community Center will have a large hall in

the center of 'the building. Several wings will be attached to the

main hall, which can be used for simple vocational trainings (Sewing,

Carpentry, Photo-studio, Barber Shop). An office building and a

2



clinic will be attached to this center. The main hall will be used

for multiple purposes? chapel service, school classroom, recreation,

and other indoor activities. One Housing Unit will be a model project

(prototype) for sleeping quarters. Small group system (family size)

will be adopted for the housing projects.

Playground will be strictly limited to a size of volleyball court

duetto the limitation of our land at this stage. This playground will

also be used as a basketball count and tennis. Simples facilities for

gymnastics will be installed on this ground. Farming Tools will be

manual tools such as plows, shovels, hoes and pickers. Livestocks

will be small one such as goats ducks, chicken, rabbits and pigs.

Livestock Barns will be one of the major projects for Kwangju Boys

Town.

HALFWAY HOUSE MINISTRY s (picture #4)

As a result of our ten months of Halfway House ministry, many boys

who were long caught in a strangling web of apathy, hostility, and

rebellion now become a boy with a living expression, a thought, an

authentic feeling and action. Several boys have reconciled themselves

with their parents and returned home. A boy has been looking for his

family during past four months, and is still trying to locate his lost-

family. The boys who have long been with us in our Halfway house have

made great strides in their vocational training programs.

Hee-Chang Kim (Case Report #IIl),an orphan boy since he was four

years old, who spent one year in Kwangju Boys Reformatory, has become

a self-supporting young man. While he stayed with us for six months,

he taught himself sign-languages and has been employed by a big em-

broidery factory operated by a group of deaf-and-mutes . Sooii-V/£q^Sbun

(Case Report #IV), a former tough gang who spent in the reformatory

twice, has begun a new life. He will have his first boxing match on

April 4 after an eight months of long hard training. He has been also

getting a sewing lesson to become a professional tailor for our

Kwangju Boys Town. (P.#3 )_Choon-Tai JOm^ another boy from the reior-

natory, made second highest academic grade in his class of 60 students.

Our Kwangju Boys Town helped him to learn all about photo by providing

him necessary photographic equipments. Enclosed snapshots in this new-

sletter are the first product of Choon-Tai . (P» #4)

For the homeless, runaway, and abandoned boys, we will continue to

operate our halfway house in downtown Kwangju. It require us not only

love and guts to operate this ministry * but also financial supports.

It costs us about 3170.00 per month to run this house. We are deeply

grateful for a grant in the amount of 31 >
350.00 from Presbyten n y

- 3 -



Service domnittee. A part of this grant has been used for vocational

training—* Programs for the boys. Your prayers and supports for this

challenging ministry is urgently needed.

KWANGJU BOYS REFORMATORY

s

During past eight years, we have tried to reach out thousands of

juvenile delinquents in Kwangju Boys Reformatory through our voluntary

Sunday School programs, counseling services and recreational programs.

Last Sunday, I talked to 18 Marine School Students who were waiting

for sentence in a reformatory cell* They committed an atrocious mob

violence against another school group. Juvenile delinquency problem

is now becoming No. 1 social issue in Korea.

Only one third of middle school graduates entered in high schools

in Korea this spring. Out of the entire riddle school graduates, only

one third could go to college. There is practically no job available

for those young people who could not go to a higher school. Juvenile

issues are really menacing realities to our society.

Kwangju Boys Town sponsored two days’ retreat for the reformatory

teachers, volunteer workers and boys in halfway house last week.

Out of this retreat, we have agreed upon a more close functional rela-

tionship between the reformatory and Kwangju Boys Town in helping the

homeless juvenile delinquents. The director of the reformatory has

promised us to assist our work in anyway he could.

WINTER RESCUE MINISTRY (picture #5, #6.)

Our three months of Winter Rescue Ministry has helped many poor

boys in the reformatory and halfway house, ragpickers under Kwangju

Bridges (P. beggars, orphans (P.#6) and vagrants in the slums.

With your supports we have provided them with stoves and fuel for heat,

socks and gloves, foods and clothings. V/e haven't done much when we

think of the enormous needs of the boys, but we have done our best.

RADIO MINISTRY FOR JUVERNILE DELINQUENTS

Kwangju Christian Broadcasting Station (CBS) has started an weekly

twenty minutes drama program for the juvenile delinquents in Kwangju

City as well as in our province since last January. I and Kwangju

Boys Town have been supporting this program with other community lead-

ers from Rotary Club, Lions, and Church groups. Life of Soon-Woo,

Choon-Tai, and Hee-Chang were sent on the air. Each boy told why he

had become a delinquent and what made him change his course of life.



I have discovered that this is one of the very powerful ways to evang-
lize the youth in trouble.

ALLA.IT D. LAROWE :

I would like to take this opportunity to express my deep appreciat-
ion for Allan’s wonderful work among the poor boys during past six
months. He went back to the states and has joined in Army. His out-
standing contributions for our halfway house ministry and Kwangju
Boys Town will long be remembered by all of us as we keep on our work-
My sincere thanks to Allan's parents and his personal friends who made
Allan's ministry possible among us. I trust, even though Allan has
gone, your prayers and supports will be with us.

BEV/ OPEUIYGS AND POSSIBILITIES

s

I have begun an weekly leaders’ training program for ten orphanage
directors and workers in Kwangju this week. The head officer of the
juvenile section, Kwangju Police Station has requested me to assist
him as he tries to organise the entire juvenile vagrants in Kwangju
for organized- semi -enforced guidance programs. A number of speech
engagements were made for many youth rallies in Kwangju. Inded, some
fantastic opportunities are opening up for me to witness Christ among
the boys in trouble,

BUSY SCHEDULE EVERYDAY;

As a staff dentist and the chaplain of the Kwangju Christian
Hospital, my works keep me very busy- I am teaching Wo courses:
Greek and Church & Society at Honam Theological Seminary this
spring. I keep he] ping our dental clinic to organize country clinics
for the poor.

With this long delayed newsletter, I

ing to you, your family and your church,
can't do much with our voluntary ministry

send my very personal greet-
V/ithojyik your supports, we

You are vitally .important
in making this ministry not only possible but also to novjf/io

1{AY GOD BLESS YOU

Sam Park
Kwangju Boys Town Director.
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RESOLUTION

''

(The following is translated from P. 4-5, of the 2nd

of September, 1972, weekly Christian newspaper "Kidok Kongbo> w
)

We, members of the Pastors Association, hereby made this resolution

concerning the transfer of missionary properties.

1. Projects exclusively decided upon by the Cooperation Committee are applied

to some special projects, but the others are only for thoso who are affiliated

with the Cooperation Committee. Therefore, we regard the projects as invalid.

2. It appears that the projects set up by the Cooperation Committee arc not basod

on concrete studios or theories to justify their decisions.

5. Therefore, we demand that the Cooperation Committee should withdrew the order

of projects voluntarily and have one year grace oeriod of for carrying out the

projects.

4. For the effective use of missionary properties, it is urged that f research

committoe should bo sot up for ono year and the result of research should bo

adopted at the Goncr^l Assembly in 1973.

5. Wo call upon all 306 members of the General Assembly and 2,350 prcsbvterian

churches across the country to pray for the success of our demands.

6. We sincerely hope that the purification committees at all levels throughout

the country will have close relationship in nrder to see cur demand accomplished.

August 28, lq 72

Sung Nek -Whao
(Pasters Association in Seoul)

, -

'feta

"UljKfcV;
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-i nf the 2nd of SeDtemberj

(The following is translated fromJ.
4-o “ "'J.™

1972, weekly Christian newpaper Kidok Kongbo. )

Headlines:

- DiBpos.1 Of Mission Property and the Future of the Presbyterian Church.

. Self-support of the Presbyterian General Assembly Facing the World.

. Establishment of a Presbyterian theology and r Maturing General

Assembly.

- 3no pastors gather to urge the developing the General Assembly.

- Analysis "f Theology and Future Development Using the Fund of

1 million dollar.

- Organization of Purification Committee for Successful

Execution and Meeting Accepts Conclusions.

Young Presbyterian pasters began to
J^eiSraUn^ IT™

of Presbyterian churcho on the .cc, a. n
nrmivursav cf Christian missions

the Presbyterian General i ssembly
on the transfer

• in Korea. The young palters s,

^ building and adopted r 6-point resolution
~f missionary properties at the Chiioti.n Huxldxng^

n ^ Kembers of Pastors

participated in the mooting

h°W
Curing* the first part of the mooting, Rev. Whang Chil-su gave afcmcnonthe

subject
"e

tho -'Prestige of Prophets". In his sermon, ^cv. Whang sard, It is

nwh
sss r

isn Church sp~ke on the "Order of
gAr^of^issi-nary properties delivered

the nation was liberated fr-m the. Jroane.se coup- 1
•

.orian churcllQS here can be

war-

nro-Nrzi ChrisUrns *nd rnti-N.”z.i Christ: ms. On tho c.mt y,
tuol

hrvu produced thu K?ryo group rnd the ile rnatrue Am *-.r > v

1
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of K ry C
' *. ian\r of thcolorzicpl theory and thought of conservatism* *“e

SrfS/S S tieleSre for power. In soite of these bitter tragedies, there

Pre n
EffectU-fr?3eerch

l
on'the General /ssombly has not boon made so far even

though^Ot^anniverssry of the assembly -m g J ^ff^eleX
General /.ssombly is opened every y > scholars, or exports

Thr.s;v^^ -

r“”^riT^^rlirtrs=h.. *«. **«* c
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General Assembly after a full debate.

whethor the American churches da
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CONFIDENTIAL

#72-12U December 27, 1972

Dr. Stanton R. Wilson
Commission Representative
Inter-Presbyterian Mission Office
I.P.O. Box 1125
Seoul, Korea

Dear Stan:

Yesterday Don Black and I visited Nashville and had a very enjoyable day-
long conversation with Watson Street, David Taylor and John Barksdale in
connection with the re-negotiation of Mutual Agreement with the Presbyterian
Church in Korea.

We are very grateful for your promptness in sending on a copy of the
study document in the form of a proposed draft of the Mutual Agreement which
was produced by the Southern Presbyterian Mission Study Group.

The morning was spent in evaluating the present relationships between
the Presbyterian Church of Korea and our churches, the general situation
that prevails in Korea, the strength and weaknesses which we find in the
present Mutual Agreement and the general situation in which missionaries
find themselves. I would judge that the general attitude of the five
people meeting in Nashville is very similar to that of those of you who
have been giving thought to this matter i:: Korea in affilming that the
present Mutual Agreement has been a help in the development of our relations
but that we are now at a time when another stop forward *j.s desirable. Your
early letters and the contents cf the study document produced by the PC'b
Mission Group indicates the feeling thac the continuation of the C1C is
unnecessary and that its basic functioning can bo carried on through the
regular channels of the respective churches, institutions and agencies.
All present in Nashville concurred on this approach. Similarly there was
an affirmation cf the desirability of moving to a "project" approach and
having less tight and binding bilateral relationships but rather moving into
a more ecumenical style j n mission and ro.i.at j ers between the Christian
communities in Korea and the United States.

In our discussions wo confirmed the. present general proposal for the
time of the consultation and hue representation cl our respective churches.

It was confirmed that wo wished to peoe'ect. to th the development of a
mechanism for agenda setting whicn includes uhe unde r-tending ihu xhe agor.d^
will be mutually agreed upon in codvarica by all participant bodies. It
would bo our understanding that the COO aching cn behalf of the General
Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in Korea would take initiative ab this
point. It is also felt essential that lo addition to having an agreed. upon
agenda, that a draft of the proposed Mutual Agreement be developed .in Korea
(with participation by all the four concerned Churches representatives ) and
that this be circulated at least si?: weeks ahead of the consul.tation for
consideration in depth by the various parties. There was a strong feeling

*
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that we should not duplicate the experience of four years ago when the

General Secretary of the General Assembly, in essence, brought in a new

document for consideration halfway through the Consultation, It, of course,

is recognized that there will be opportunity for discussion and change of

the document under consideration at the Consultation but that discussion

should be in the context of the proposed document. There was a recognition

that there are various groups with a variety of attitudes toward the issues

under consideration and how these groups will be adequately represented is

a problem upon which there must be careful thought in Korea.

In setting the agenda it is aDso felt desirable to place our deliberations

in the larger context of the mission of the church in Korea as well as in

this country and the rest of the world. We are impressed by the kind of

planning done in "Future Plans" of the fresbytcri.an Church in Korea related

to leadership development. We want to cast our relationships into the area

of the mission thrusts of the church as it understands itself in Korea,

Similarly wo would want to have as a part of our discussions consideration

of mutuality in mission and how the Korean church sees its relationship to

us in berms cf mission in North America and cur Joint concern for the

internationalization of the mission of the church around the world.

Another aspect cf our general consideration, of course, should be the

role of missionaries, particularly evangelistic missionaries . We should

also share understandings about the sharing of financial resources including

the increasing lilmittion cf the funds which will he available, a l least,

to the United Presbyterian Church for oversees mission in the years ahead

as well as concerns for self-rcli ance which are vital in segments of the

Korean Church. Similarly, there probably should some bold of considera-

tion of the appropriate kind cf guidelines for interrelationships of various

parts of our churches, d ,e. synoas ,
educational institutions, euc.

In discussing the study document which was prepared by the Presbyterian

Church U,S. Hission Study Group there was general affi'.Tnation of the dines

of thinking that are reflected in it. Some concern was expressed that there

is no provision for over-all planning and sotting cf priorities in our

relationship but there was affirmation of the desi rahility of working

through General Assembly Coirmrj.ttees o 11 o new document was seen as suggesting

essentially the transfer of three COC subcommittees into the General Assembly

structure/ It was felt that from the point of view of the overseas churches

it was quite legitimate to ask that the General Assembly provide for a

Missionary Personnel Committee, It was felt that the role of the proposed

orientation committee should be enlarged to include the screening of all

requests for missionary personnel, responsibility for orientation and

language study, evaluation (PI3E processes, etc.) and pastoral care.

In general there was a negative reaction to the lengthy description

of the role of the Auditing Committee , It would seem well to us to give

careful consideration to the ostablisliment ox a Project Cciniiutbee which

woudd have responsibility for the screening of projects anc! making sure

that provision is made for their evaluation as they are carried out. We

affirmed the need to give careful consideration to the development of

adequate financial controls for funds coming in from outside. But we would
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question having what is essentially a planning function tied to enforcing

financial controls through the presence of foreign representatives on an

Auditing Committee. We do no one a kindness in pretending tlafc the needs

for financial controls do not exist. But we feel th ab this need should

be dealt with in another way. Obviously, a part of this would be a require-

ment for financial reports each year on funds received by the overseas churches.

This is what is expected of all ecumenical agencies as well as overseas

churches to which we arc related and also within our own church.

Some questions were raised as to the desirability of imposing from

outside the establishment of a leadership Development Committee to deal with

overseas scholarships. We were rather inclined to ask the Presbyterian

Church in Korea how they wanted to handle this concern within the over-

all personnel development planning. If they were to suggest, as part of

their own General Assembly structure, that there be such a Committee, we

of course would be happy.

Concern was expressed about tho fact that although our old ’’Mission"

structures have been either terminated or transformed, in the popular mind

they continue. I wonder if this is due to nomenclature, property, living

arrangements or something else. I personally wonder if the time has come

for us to consider the desirability of changing the name from "Korea Mission"

to "Missionary Fellowship" or something equivalent so that wo can free

ourselves of past "images".

There is also considerable discussion about the problems of the sale

of missionary residential property end we were inclined to feel that the

Southern Presbyterian Church's Mission Study Group solution of having this

worked out bilaterally between tho particular churches in perhaps the only

way in which we can move forward without the static which is found in our

present relationship adversely affecting others.

I pass this information on to you for your reaction and also to help

in the process of carrying forward the discussion in Korea.

With this letter go warmest personal greetings to you and Marion.

Sincerely yours,

L. Newton Thurber
Secretary
East Asia Office



BOARD OF WORLD MISSION'S

Post Office Box 330
Nashville, Tennessee 37202

*r, G. Thompstn Brown

Presbyterian Mission

IPO Box 1125

Seoul, Korea 100

Dear Tommy:

I am writing in regard to the forthcoming consultation to worx out a new

Korea cooperative agreement. On December 21, Don Black and Newt Thurber met with

Watson Street, David Taylor and myself for a preliminary discussion of the forth-

coming consultation. We had before us the C0C ! s proposal for the time and compo-

sition of the consultation, and the proposed draft of the Mission Study Committee,

•ur conversation can be summarized under two headings; evaluation of the present

agreement, and matters relating to the contents and procedures for a new agree-

ment,

I. Evaluation of the Present Cooperative Agreement;

A. Strengths. It was agreed that much progress had been made under the new

agreement, and that the COC was an impoovement over the old DCW plan.

^ 1, Koreans have held the majority vote in decision making for their own

church.

2. Eliminating the area DCW’s was a good step, ending a needless multi-

plicity of organizations,

_ 3. Some responsibility was taken for missionary personnel; job descrip-

tions are beginning to be provided, some responsibility has been

taken for assigning locations, etc.

4. A beginning has been made in projectizing the COC budget, rather than

continuing subsidy to the same objectives year after year; 20$ of

the COC budget now goes to new projects. (Question, however: Are

the new projects on a definite time basis? )

B, in the other hand, there have been definite weaknesses.

_ 1. The Medical and Education Councils have not really functioned as loci

of #verall planning for church involvement in these areas.

— 2. The COC has tended to become a separate power structure from the Gen-

eral Assembly and its offices.

_ 3, Sometimes people in local areas have not felt that their interests

are represented in the COC.

4, The COC has not provided sufficient guidance and administration of

missionary personnel. Much still left to missions. The Executive

officer” provided for by the agreement was not appointed.

- 5. The COC is weak in setting financial priorities. It tends just to

continue the same askings, and has presented few new innovative pro-

jects.

6, Due to a disagreement as to the meaning of the clause governing pro-

perty proceeds, friction occurred between the Korea Church and the

Mission boards, especially C0EMAR. This has proved to be spiritually

detrimental to our mutual relationship.

C 0C ~ U
I
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January 9, 1973



, 7. In some cases missions perhaps still have too large a role in decision
making related to missionaries or the work ir which they are engaged.

Looking to a New Cooperative Agreement#

A. Date, place, expenses, composition of the consultation. We agreed to the

proposal from the COC to hold the consultation in or near Seoul with each

church to bear the expenses of its own delegates, April 25-27. The pro-

poses composition is also satisfactory, except that we would like to have

a say as to which sister Korean churches or missions are being asked to

send observers. Which do the C0C have in mind? We are recommending to

the B oard that the delegation from our church be composes of David Taylor,

and myself, and three missionaries to be nominated by the Mission#

B# Agenda.

1. Procedure. We agree that the Korea church should take the initiative

in proposirg the agenda and consultation plan. We understand that the

General Assembly may delegate this responsibility to the COC# We

would like to ask that the agenda and plan be sent to us in sufficient

time for us to study and make necessary suggestions. *

2. General. We agree with you that adequate time be given to discuss

substantive issues as well as structure# .
1

3# Specific agenda questions and matters.

a. How can we best carry out our common mission to witness to the

Gospel in the context of Korean society today?

b# What should be the size of our financial support in the coming .

years? To what extent are financial grants a deterrent to the

health of the church?

c# How can churches of other countries - from Asia, etc..- become

involved in mission in Korea?

d. How. can the Korean church become involved in mission to our

contries? (Two-Way mission)
e. Can we think of some possible involvement in Korea with, other

churches or agencies besides the Presbyterian Church of Korea

(Jesus Presbyterian) ?

NOTE: Other specific questions are suggested by IR, "Weaknesses of the

present agreement, " and by the following.

C. Proposed Draft of the PCUS Mission Study Committee. We liked the jjiain

direction indicated by this document - the proposal to do away with the

COC and relate personnel and programs directly to institutions a^d church

agencies. Questions were raised, however, about the following:

1. No provision is made for overall planning and coordination. As you

poing out, there is no General Council to which this function can be

assigned. Maybe this is not important. Also, maybe the Executive

Committee of the General Assembly will provide sufficient coordination.

Church-related institutions can be required to send copies o person-

nel or program requests to the General Secretary.

2. Should individual missionaries assigned to church work be assigned to

the G.A. Evangelism Committee, or C.E. Committee, or should they be

assigned to local presbyteries? We are not sure ourselves, but raise

the question.

3. We wonder if the Orientation Committee should not become a full-fledg-

ed Missionary Personnel Committee, and besides orientation, ha've res-

ponsibility for missionary language study, pastoral oversight, evalua-

tion and counseling and relocation. Perhaps all personnel requests

should be screened through this committee.

4. We have some question about our right to require the establishment of

an auditing committee. We can certainly require a report on the use



of funds granted by us. We think your own proposal for a "Review and
Evaluation Committee," to evaluate projects as a whold and not just
their financial integrity, is preferable, and sounds more tactful.

5. The plan for the use of PCUS ron-residential property proceeds to set
up a pansier fund is good. However, this should be dona only after a

sound pension plan has been worked out by the church, with satisfacte
ory financial participator on its part.

Well, that f s itj Yours until after Board meoting.

Sincerely,

John 0. Barksdale

JOB/rf

cc: Dr. T. Watson Street

Dr. David Taylor
The Rev. L. Newton Thurber
Mr. John Brown



BOARD OF ECUMENICAL IT5SI0W AND RELATIONS

Presb ’tori an Churc^ of Australia

Guido lines for Future Pc lie "

The Board's work falls into two major divisions. The first is the work carried on
amongst the Australia^ borigines ar.d the second is in countries overseas. The

former is engaging more and more of the Board’s attention because of the

involvement of the Church in the growing movement for liberation of the
aboriginal people into full participation in the life of Australia.

The overseas work of the Board is being carried on in six countries - Papua -

New Guinea; Indonesia; ThaiLand; the New Hebrides; India and Korea. Links with
the first t^ree countries are considered vital and whilst links with the other
three are 6till considered important, the missionary involvement, it is felt,

should be on a diminishing scale.

The former Australian Presbyterian Board of Fissions has recommended to the New
BOEFAR the following general principles for future missionary involvement:

(1) General: a) The recognition of the need for indigenous churches to express

their individuality;

b) The development of structures flexible enough to permit
cooperative work with other missionary groups, Government and

commurity agencies;

c) Continuous discussion with irdigenous churches regarding the

recruitment, placement and care of expatriate missionaries or

fraternal workers;

d) Ih.e giving of priority to work involve in t^e training of

indigenous workers in areas of church life in which the indigenous

Church concerned is deficient;

e) That no expatriate shall normally be appointed to a position

which can be filled adequately by an indigenous worker.

f) The recognition of the need for receiving missionaries from

other lands#

(2) Aboriginal Work:

a) The liberation of the Aboriginal people into full participation

of the life of Australia;

b) As a means to this end, the development of Aboriginal communities

under its care by the provision of adequate and competent staff

.and finance in cooperation with State Governments.
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c) to assist in tin achievement of^this aim the shouldering. of

responsibility for, and the awakenifyT^'“*4b.a whole Church to

its responsibilities towards all Aborigines, whether livirg on

Reserves, on the fringes of country towns, in urban situations

or on cattle stations.

d) Maintain liaison with A.I.M. and other branches of the Church

to ensure full coverage of work among Aborigines.

(3) Procedures for achieving above objectives:

a) The maintenance of the present committment in staff and

logistics to Aboriginal communities at present administered by the

Boardj

b) the expansion of this work with the aid of Government finance

especially in regard to areas of work such as Education, Medical

and Community Health Services;

c) the working towards an assumption of responsibility by the

Aborigines themselves for the conduct of t^oir own communities;

d) the preparation of a time-table in respect of each community

for such assumption of responsibility;

e) the involvement of the Church in work amongst Aborigines in

urban situations, and other areas of work not covered at present,

and the appointment of additional staff to carry out this work;

f ) the better promotion of the work of the Board in order to

present a dynamic image to the Church that may result in attracting

adequate staff and financial support.

Specifically with reference to Korea, the Board in the future, will be looking

to the K< rean Church ta take the initiative in. indicating areas and methods of

work in which the Australian Church could respond with missionary participation.

Some questions which require consideration are:

Where to from here in Joint mission?

What is the missionary task confronting the Presbyterian Church of Korea

in 1973-1977?

What tvpe of ministry mil be required?

What are the new areas of mission 9

what resources are needed - Personnel, Finance, etc.?

What overseas co-operation would help?

Are there joint areas for co-operation in third countries?



DISCUSSION OF PROPOSED NEW MUTUAL AGREEMENT

Presbyterian 3-Missions Study Conference Kwangju, January 27, 1973

Following the presentation of reports by the four study groups, general dis-
cussion ensued with various opinions expressed, among them the need for over-
all coordination and for the combining of evaluation, auditing and planning
functions figuring prominently. Without a Committee on Cooperation, the
General Assembly officers would have to be entrusted with the function of
coordination between the various departments and institutions communicating
with the overseas churches (K. Spencer et al), and some sort of a "mini-COC”
may be required to handle planning, evaluation and auditing under the pro-
posed agreement. Finally, the following actions wore taken by ’’straw vote.”

(H. UndVwood)
1 . Voted to agree in principle with the proposed new mutual agreement that

abolishes the Committee on Cooperation, and to recommend that person-
nel—evaluation anu auditing functions be reviewed separately.

2. Voted to remove the time-limit for the new mutual agreement (thereby de-
leting par. 27 of the proposed draft).

3. Voted to change the word ’’only" to ’'normally” in par. (G.T. Brown dis-
sented )

.

2*. Suggested (by H. Uhdairwood but not voted on) that the tords "among all
those working directly or indirectly with the Presbyterian Church of
Korea” be added to par. 23. a.

5. Voted to add the words ’’and the work of Christ in Korea” to par. 23. d.

6. Voted to work toward the strengthening of the concept of a committee on

missionary personnel and their orientation.

7. Voted to assign the preparation of a three-missions draft (of a new mutual

agreement) to the following committee of eight:

Australian Presbyterian — Desmond Neil and Catherine Mackenzie

United Presbyterian — Samuel Moffett, Horace Underwood, Stan Wilson

Southern Presbyterian — John Moore , John Talmage, G.T. Brown (with

Robert Goette as alternate)

8. Voted to continue the Rresbyterian Council for purposes of an annual ex-

change of news and spiritual fellowship, with the matter of "revitali-

zation” of the Council to be handled by the Cownittee of Eight.

9. Vote of thanks to all who helped vdth the Study Conference.

William A. Grubb (sec pro tern)



Notes from Discussion Group # 1, Kwangju, January 27* 1973

A.P. Mission querried - Do we need a new Mutual Agreement at all?

Consensus: Yes, if only to satisfy the Korean brothers. However,

this should be it - no deadline date or term.

Discussion by Paragraphs:

I. Omit the term ’’General Secretary” - use phraseology like " directly

between the appropriate officials of the Presbyterian Church of

Korea and the hxx sister churches.”

II. The wording of this entire Article needs to be worked over more

carefully

5. Must add ’’ecumenical agencies”.

Where do social workers, agricultural workers, etc. fit in this

pattern?

7.

By implication, this is for missionaries already on the field.

Probably Para. 9 - New Missionaries - should come first, and the

heading for this one should 3ue indicate it is for continuing,

extending, one the field, or some such phrase.

7b. Terra of 4 years too short. In any case, do not designate length

of term - just ’’for a specified term” is sufficient.

7.C.3 add ’’(national church or agency)” or equiv.

7.

c. Job descriptions - are they that important? Will the Church

be willing and able to do it?

8. This wording is not clear - implies that the GA agency will comment

on ALL missionaries, wherever working. If that is meant, specify,

if not, make clear.

9. 10, 16 There should be one (or two) s*x*± committees that would

evaluate everything or scree*, or whatever.

7 & 15 - Must it depend entirely on a call? No room for initiative?

(I believe the session specifically adopted the word ’’normally”

instead of ’’only” in 15 .

)

11, 12 Arbitrary 5 years? All projects equally?

Perhaps it can be understood - or even spelled out - that subsidies

might continue as a series of ’’projects” - such as the Bible Clubs.

16 - As above - Evaluation Committee - needs spelling out in more detail.

Art. IV - Leadership Develop. Why is medical special? Why not High. Ed

special, too?

22. This is the SP idea, should not be in the 4-*ay agreement.

Art. V. Perhaps strengthen - I believe group took actions at Kwangju.

Art. VIII - Term - out

Urge addition of continuing Ed. Adv. Council and Med. Adv. Council in some form



RULES FOR C.O.C. TREASURER & FINANCIAL PAYMENTS 71-1 APPENDIX S

I . RECIEPT §F FUNDS FROM ABROAD

(a) .The field treasurer for the United., Southern and Australian Mission Beards
(IPMO Treasurer) shall receive all COG funds from the United States and Australia.

(b) . The present COC dollar budget shall be converted into a wun budget at the
exchange rate in effect at the beginning of the fiscal year.

(c) . One fourth of this annual wun budget shall bo paid to the COC treasurer
at the beginning of each quarter (January, April, July, October), (Except that
General Assembly budgets may be drawn by august.)

(d) . Any unused balance due to rise in the exchange rate shall be retained
by the mission field treasurer until the end of the year and at that time its
use shall be decided by the Committee on Cooperation,

II. TRANSMISSION OF FUNDS

(a) . Within 10 days after the receipt of the quarterly payment from the field
treasurer, the COC treasurer shall make quarterly payments to each of the
presbyteries, institutions or other agencies as approved by the COC in the annual
budget

.

(b) . After receipt of the funds, the institution, presbytery or agency receiving
the money shall send an official receipt to the COC treasurer indicating receipt
of the money and its use in accordance with the CCC grant,

(c) . Each presbytery receiving funds from the COC shall pay out funds as
designated and send record of payments tc the COC treasurer,

(d) . The next quarter's payment shall not be transferred to any institution,
presbytery or agency until the proper receipt has been received for the previous
payment

.

(e) . At the end of the fiscal year, each institution, presbytery, or agency
shall send to the COC treasurer (1 ) a financial report showing how funds were
usea, and (2) the auditor's report showing that an audit had been done and tne
audit approved by the institution cr organization,

(f) . Second quarter funds shall not be transmitted until these annual report.

s

for the proceeding year have been received,

(g)

. These annual reports shall be reviewed by the finance committee of the
COC and report made to the whole committee.

III. RULES CONCERNING THE COC TREASURER

Committee on Cooperation Funds shall be administered by the treasurer in
according with the following rules

:

(a) . COC funds shall be kept in a separate bank account distinct ar.d separate
from other funds.

(b) . No funds shall be transmitted with out the written authorization as printed
in the minutes. In the case authorization of funds is committed to a sub-comnitteu,
this report shall be printed in the minutes of the next committee meting.



‘ 71-1 APPENDIX 3

f

(c) . All funds shall be paid by check or bank draft, except for travel expenses
at the time of the regular meetings.
? # *• 3

(d) . Funds shall be paid only to the person authorized by the presbytery,
institution or agency.

(e) . All payments of funds shall be signed by either the COC treasurer or the
Asst. COC Treasurer.

(f) . Quarterly statements shewing all receipts and expenditures shalL be

mailed to all CCC members, institutions, presbyteries, overseas mission boards and
agencies concerned. This statement shall be in both Korean <and English.

(g)

. Designated funds must be paid in accordance with the wishes of the don*r
(mission board, overseas churches, or individuals) at the rate then current.

(h) . An annual audit by a licensed auditing firm shall be secured and state-
ments of audit ffend to the COC, the General Assembly cf the Presbyteriarj Church,
and the three overseas mission boards.

(i (i). Administrative funds shall be included in the budget and only these
budgeted funds shall be used for administrative purposes.

(j)

. No COC funds shall be loaned or given in advance of the time due*,
* '

(k) . Institutions (such as colleges and hospitals) that use their CCC

subsidies in dollars for the purchase of supplies abroad may receive their
payments in dollars through the mission field treasurer.

Kim Chong Dae

January 8, 1971

Go T. Brown



Proposed Rules for Project Budget

It is the purpose of the "Project Pudget" to provide small grants for specially

designated projects of a new or experimental nature for a limited period of time

only. It is expected that at the end of the designated period, the project will

be either self-supporting or discontinued. In this way each year the COC will be

able tc respond to a number of new requests for assistance each year. Grants for

"Fpecial Project Funds" wi^l be given in accordance with the following rules:

1. Priority shall be given to agencies and missionaries whose woiftk is assigned

by the COC which are not receiving any other regular subsidies.

2. Priority shall be giv^n to new and experimental types of ministries.

3. The finance committee shall prepare an application form which will be used

for submitting reauests. The application shall give a shrrt description of

the project, the sponsor (Presbytery, Assembly Agency or Institution) the

name of the project director, other (funds being contributed, and the

duration of the project.

4. The maximum grant for any one project shall be **1,000

5. Each year of the project’s duration, the project director shall submit a brief

description of the project, the work accomplished, and how the funds were used.

6. Normally, a project shall be made for three years, with a decline in subsidy

each year. At the end of the third year, the project shall either be
#

^

discontinued, other funds secured for it, or put on a self-supporting basis.



MUTUAL AGREEMENT
between

The Presbyterian Church of Korea
and
A.P.
S.P.
U.P.

Believing that «£*.xxMx.x*k.nxaSxy.«i.xnf the time has come for th
Preshyte ian Church of Korea and related institutionsf*i*xl**aK*«ix*&*fxxKxMhy*«xxMx8knx«kxxnxi£MMxMixtk.xxni«*.i

all work being done through church an^institutions, the Presbyterian
Skxx.ix«nxx*B*x*.ixn..xinxk*xiniiyxxnK|in.«xki.x£nxx*kn
Church of Korea and the three related overseas sister churches adop£

this Mutual Agreement. Mxkni.xtknyxnxiixBBninntxtknxrxxni.ix**.

Article I* Church to Church Relations

1* Official communication between the overseas sister churches and
pt

the Presbyterian Church of Korea will be directly through the appropriate

offices of the churches*

2* The Cotamittee on Cooperation will be disolved (a^-oi*~51

—

97-3) ,

Article II Personnel

3. Missionaries engaged in evangelistic work
(

will be related to the General Assembly Department of Evangelism*

4. Missionaries engaged in Christian Education work (and Student Work)

will be related to the General Assembly Department of Education.

5. Missionaries engaged in seminaries, medica institutions, higher educational

institutions, interdenominational and ecumenical agencies, and similar

institutions will be related to those institutions.

6. The ecclesiastical relationship of missionaries shall be determined by

the Constitution of the Presbyterian Church of Korea.

!• Requests for personnel

shall
a. Requests for personnel ///ifa/ be made by uqcxnfxlkcx

the agency or institution. These requests shall be sent to the

responsible office of the sending sister church.

b. Requests should include a clear description of the type of work,
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b. Requests should be specific, ap poDciibl^ indicating the type
(probable)

of work, the lines of responsiblilty, and the desired duration

of the appointment* The request should also include a statement

of work funds needed and what will be provided by the requesting

agency.

c. Copies of all requests for personnel to overseas sister churches

shall be sent to the office of the General Assembly/ and the field
secretary of the sister church involved.

d. Requests for transfers within Korea shall follow the 6ame basia

proceedure, but must include the concurrence of the missionary

involved, and the organization the missionary is being asked

to leave must be informed.
Article III Finance.

8. S&XUXXg&X&Xitl All funds from overseas sister churches going through

the Presbyterian Church in Korea will be allocated 20$ for Projects

in 1974 , 40$ in 1975,60$ in 1976, 80$ in 1977 and from 1978 will

be entirely for projects.

(8* All funds currently recieved through the C.O.C. will be cut 20$ per

year, beginning in 1974 * and will cease in 1978 .

)

$*xxSmig**x*iiMaix*MxiMX*gx/^/x±h*xiii±Kxax|uuex*ii

9« Budget allocations of the remaining portions during the interim period

shall be made in consultation between the General Assembly and the

field secretaries of the three sister churches.

10. (old 13, 14 essentiall OK - probably some minor smoothing.)

11 . (
"

)

Article IV Evaluation LwiJiLy

13* The agency or institution to which a missionary is assigned shall

evaluate his work at the request of the sending church* ixotxxalxiasi

13# There shall be an Evaluation Committee composed of six representatives

of the ueneral Assembly and two from each of the sister churches.

14. This committee shall, at the request of the sister churches, evaluate
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14. This committee shall study and evaluate the work of any missionary

or any supported project as requested by any of the churches that

are party to this agreement.

15. The committee may request an audit of any funds allocated.

16. The committee shall a&si-st^-the-^enara 1 Sa^r^Ury of the Oerreral

Assembly in orienting new mssionaries or, if necessary in transfered

missionaries.

Article IV. Leadership Development

17. (is this Article necessary? Logically, if Med. Inst, can request

directly, why not everybody else? If anything at all is necessary

I suggest something like the following.

Each overseas sister church shall make its own agreement of procedures

for granting scholarships.

Article V Property

18. Each overseas sister church shall make its own agreement on Property

with the Presbyterian Church of Korea.

Article VI. Missionary organization

19 . The missionary organization shall have the following functions:

a. To provide for missionary fellowship and inspiration among all

those working directly or indirectly with the Presbyterian Church

of Korea.

b, c d OK ADD at the end of d. "and the work of Christ in Korea"

24, 25, 26 OK (as 20, 21, 22, of course)

27 - OUT.



THIS IS NOT AN tFFICIAL DOUMENT — For Study Purposes Only

Proposed Draft of

MUTUAL 'AGREEMENT

between

*'*
‘ The Presbyterian Church in Korea

,•
.

and

The Presbyterian Church in the U,S.

The United Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A.
The Presbyterian Church of Australia

Ja*. '4*)3

PREAMBLE
j

Since the four mentioned churches have worked together

since 1964 under two Mutual Agreements for the purpose pf
,

,

making disciples for Jesus Christ in Korea, it -le- bol ieveq by
the four churches that we should continue cooperatively to

accomplish this task under the following Mutual Agreement*

This agreement is a. revision of the Agreement made on May 2, .1969*

Article I • Churoh to Churoh Relations

1* The official communication between the overseas churches and

the Presbyterian Church in Korea will be directly betweep

the General Secretary of the Goneral Assembly and the

appropriate overseas 'church offices ••

2* The Committee on Cooperation will be dissolved. ^

*’
l

" 3

Article II ~ Personnel

3* Missionaries engaged in evangelistic work will be related

to the General Assembly Board of Evangelism.

. x -• *u- , ..

4* Missionaries engaged in Christian Education and Student

work.^will be related to the General Assembly Board of

Christian Education. v v •’

Missionaries engaged in work in theological seminaries, in higher

educational institutions and medical institutions; will be

related administratively to those : 'institutions

•

v‘
- •»

. I
.

The ecclesiastical relationship of missionaries shall be determined

by the Constitution of the Presbyterian Church of Korea.

7. Personnel assignments

a. A. call will be ‘extended for the services of ^ -particular

f missionary or missionary couple by presbytery, institution,

or agency requesting the missionary's services*
' Ubt
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b. This call will be for a period of four years (or less

as the project requires), and will be placed in the

hands of the missionary before leaving for furlough.

c. The call will include

1) description of the type of work indicating clear

lines of responsibilities.

2) request for work funds, if needed, for the

missionary adequately to do the job.

3) ‘what support funds the requesting agency will

provide.

d. This call will be put in writing and agreed upon by

1) the missionary concerned.

2) the agency of the nation 1 church or institution.

3) the representative of the overseas church.

e. In the case a change in assignment is needed in midterm,

the same process as listed above should be executed.

8. In case of evangelistic missionaries or educational missionaries

working with the national church* the "call 0 will hove the

concurrance of the General Assembly Board of Evangelism

or Education.

9. Requests for New Personnel
a. Requests for new personnel may be made. by the requesting

church agency, institutional* interdenominational, or

ecumenical agency. These requests should be sent to

the responsible office of the overseas sending agency.

b. Orientation for new missionaries shall be the respon-

sibility of a committee of six (one from eaoh mission

group and three from the Korean church including General

Secretary).

The •hurch and independent institutions making hew persona©!

requests are required to send copies of the reqiiests to the

General Secretary of the Korean Church and the field secretary

of the overseas agency.

10. Evaluation of the missionary’s service will be done by the

agency of the church or institution that requested the missionary's

service. This will be done before the term of the missionary’s

call expires.

Article III - Finance

Hi All subsidies in the present C.0..C. budget will be placed on

a declining scale (20$ cut each year) f0^-four_yeans beginning

. with the fiscal year 1974 and terminating in. December 1977.
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12. Budget allocations during the interim four year period will

be agreed upon by CiO#C. in a four year phase out plan.

13. Fwtetpe- financial requests shall be either capital grants or

designated for specific purposes on a time #r project basis.

The term date of a project grant is ‘to be included in the

original request (normally on o to four

14. Requests for financial grants can be made by

a. Any agency related to the General Assembly (request to. be

made through the office of the General Assembly's

General Secretary).

b. Independent medical institutions and institutions of

higher learning.

c. Seminaries (request through the General Assembly's

Committee on Theological Education).
^

d. Ecumenical and inter-church agencies (copies of these

requests to the General Secretary and the field secretary

of the overseas agency).

15. The overseas agency will make grants eniy in response o

specific reque-sts from the field.

16. Auditing committee.

a. This committee shall be composed of six members, three

of whom shall be appointed by the General Assembly and

one each by the three overseas churches.

b. The committee will meet annually.

o. The committee will be required to secure financial audits

and reports covering all financial grants.

d. This committee will make reports to the General Assembly

and to the overseas agencies involved concerning e.

effectiveness of the work projects and with recommen-

dations for the future.

e* Upon the recommendation if the committee the funding of

a particular project could -be terminated*

should such an audit not be made of any pr o
.

jeot *

'rant, all support for it wuld cease at the end of the fiscal
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Article IV - Leadership Development

18. A leadership development committee: will be organized for the

purpose of making recommendations to the overseas bodies for

scholarship grants*

19. This committee will be composed of six members of the General

Assembly Committee on Christian Education and two from each

mission- engaged in overseas scholarship programs*

2t. Medical institutions -will make- their requests for scholarships

: ^ directly to the overseas agency.

Article V - Property ‘ “ ’

*

n

21. Bach overseas ohuroh shall make its own agreement on property

with the Presbyterian Church in Korea.

22. We recommend that the Southern Presbyterian Mission policy

be as follows: ' ‘ •'

a. The Mission clearly designate (with maps) what land is

missionary residence property. This land be held in the

Mission J.P. If sold, proceeds will, be used for building

or maintaining missionary residences.

b. All other land will be disposed of by the JP within five

years . according to certain principles:

1) It will be sold at market price.

2) First option to buy will be given to-churohes or

church-related institutions.

3) Sales will be reported to the General Assembly of the

Presbyterian Chiirch of Korea..

c. Proceeds of sale of Southern Presbyterian land(in 22-b)

not already designated by previous COC and BWM aotion •

- will be. used as a contribution toward capitalizing a

pensiop, fund for retired Presbyterian ministers.

Article VI - The Mission .

23.""^
The missionary organization shall have the following functions:

a. To provide' for missionary fellowship and inspiration.^,^

3 O
.

J
}

b. To provide for missionary maintenance including calls
^

and assignment of teachers of missionary children and

office personnel# tL'
> i

c. To provide for the selection of representatives to
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24.

d To engage in study, express its collective opinion.
“J

like recommendations concerning the Ufa and work of its

personnel
y
foA ^ ^ ‘\ 0'~'1 k- ^

Article VII - Change^

25 . Changes in the Mu^al Agre-ent

ratified^by
h
all°four°partlcipating General Assemblies or

their appointed agents.

Article VIII - Addenda

25 After ratification of tfiis agreement by the four participating

General Assemblies or taeir appointed a6ents, th

agreement will go into effect on January 1, 1974.

2T. The period of this afreement will be five years from the time

it is put into effect#

Signed: Southern Presbyterian

Mission Study Group.



MUTUAL AGREEMENT
between

THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF KOREA
THE AUSTRALIAN PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN THE UNITED STATES
THE UNITED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN THE U.S.A.

The Presbyterian Church of Korea and the Presbyterian Church of Australia,
the Presbyterian Church U.S., and the United Presbyterian Church U.S.A. have
worked together for over 80 years in mission work in Korea, In addition,
since 19&4 they have worked together in mission under two mutual agreements.
The four sister churches, in these rapidly changing times for effective
mission in Korea and in other lands, make the following mutual agreement

1 . The sister Churches shall continue to carry on Emission work together with
the Presbyterian Churoh of Korea.

2. The sister Churches shall jointly conduct projects with the Presbyterian
Church of Korea for the mission of God,

3. For the renewal and development of the Church there wj.ll be leadership
development and exchange of leaders among the four churches,

4# Missionary co-workers of the four sister Churches sent from one church
to another shall be related to the Church that invites them.

5, Official communication between the Presbyterian Churche .of Korea and the

overseas sister Churches shall be through the appointed representatives

of these churches.

6, After the ratification of this agreement by the four sister Churches this

agreement shall go into effect January 1, 1974.

7. After four years the four sister Churches shall review their mutual

relations and may revise them if necessary.

8. In order to implement this mutual agreement the four sister Churches

agree to work through a General Assembly Overseas Church Cooperative

Committee with the following structure and functions.

OVERSEAS CHURCH COOPERATIVE COMMITTEE

Article I ORGANIZATION

1 . This Committee shall be composed of the following members:

3 General Assembly Representatives (Vice-Moderator, immediate past

Moderator, General Secretary)

4 representatives of the General Assembly Departments - one each from

the Department of Evangelism, Education, Rural Life, and Social Work

3 ministers chosen by the General Assembly nominating committee

3 elders considering geographical areas.

1 President of Presbyterian Theological Seminary

1 Laymen* s Association Representative

1 Women* i Association Representative

8 Mission Representatives(UPM 3* SP 3> AP 2)

24

t
iW



2. The term of membership shall be two years. (Ex officio members are

excepted)

3. The officers of the Committee shall be: a Chairman, a Vice-Chairman

a Korean-language Secretary; and an EngLich-3 arguage Secretary.

4. The committee shall meet at least twice a year.

Article II DUTIES. The duties of the Committee shall be:

•

5. To discuss and approve requests for missionary co-worker personnel and

funds received from within the Presbyterian Church of Korea and send them

to one or more of the overseas churches.

6. To study and evaluate the work of missionary co-workers and of each

project supported by the overseas churches and secure audited r per s

on funds allotted, and report them to the General Assembly and the

sister churches.

7. To be responsible for the orientation of new missionary co-workers*

8. To study and encourage possibilities of involving the Presbyterian CIrxroh

of Korea in joint work projects in the United States, Australia, and

other countries.' -

9. To receive reports from the overseas churches on work funds and personnel

they send directly to Korean ecumenical agencies.

10. To decide on the distribution of former C.O.C. Mission work funds in

accordance with the general provisions of annually submitted request

budgets.

Article III MISSIONARY PERSONNEL
)

1 1 . Personnel Work Relationships

a. Missionary co-workers engaged in evangelistic work shall be under

the direction of the General Assembly Department of Evangelism,

b. Missionary co-workers engaged in Christian educational work shall

be under the direction of the General Assembly Department of

Education,

C. Missionary co-workers engaged in institutional work shall be under

the direction of the concerned institution.

d. Missionary co-workers engaged in other types of work shall establish

specific relations with an appropriate structure according to the

direction of this committee.

1 2. Personnel Assignments

a. Reouests for personnel nay be made by General Assembly agencies,

presbyteries, or institutions.
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b. Each missionary co-worker will have specified duties to be listed in
a call-contract as follows:

(1) a description of the type of work, including an indication of
clear lines of responsibility,

(2) a request for work funds, if needed, for the missionary
co-worker to adequately do the job described,

(3) a statement of what work and personal support funds, the
requesting agency will provide.

c. .Then a call is to be made, a written call-contract shall be issued
and agreed to by the Concerned parties (i.e,, the overseas sister
church and the missionary co-worker) and forwarded to this committee,
(When a request for personnel is received from an ecumenical agency
or institution by a sister church, a copy of the call-contract shall
be sent to this committee.)

d. In the case of missionary co-workers already on the field, this
process shall be carried out just before each furlough or whenever
a change of assignment is requested.

13. The Committee shall annually approve work assignments and review institu-
tional and committee relationships of each missionary co-worker.

Article IV FINANCES

14* Beginning in 1974? new financial requests shall be either for capital
grants or for designated specific purposes on a time or project basis.
The term date of a project grant is to be included in the original
request (normally 1 to 4 years).

15. Reouests for financial grants to the overseas sister Churches shall be
made in the following manner:

a. All requests from agencies of the General Assembly of the
Presbyterian Church of Korea shall be sent through this committee.

b. When requests for funds are received by sister churches coming
directly from ecumenical or inter-denominational agencies in Korea,
copies shall be sent by the sister church to this Committee.

c. Hospitals and institutions of higher learning related to the General
Assembly shall send requests through this committee for endorsement,
with a copy to the sister church for information.

16. The basic budget grant to the C.O.C. in 1973, i.e. with the exception
of the project budget, will be cut 20$ in 1974; 40% in 1973; 60% in 1976;
80% in 1977, and will end as of 1978. After this ail funds shall be on
a capital or project basis.

17. The overseas churches shall normally make grants only in response to
specific requests from Korea (assistance for specialized experimental
projects excepted)

.
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18. Capital, project, and those missionary co-worker work funds which are
included in the O.C.C.C. Budget shall be transmitted through the overseas
sister churches’ treasurer in Korea to the treasurer of the General
Assembly for distribution to the appropriate department or organization.

Article V PROPERTY

19. The principle is reaffirmed that each overseas sister church will use its
property in Korea only for the work of the Korean church will make a
separate agreement on property with the General Assembly of the Presbyter-
ian Church of Korea* (Note 1. Mission residences and accompanying land are
not included in this.) (Note 2. If new agreements on property are not
reached by 31 December 1973, then Article V, Paragraph 20 of the 1969
Agreement automatically continues in effect.)

Article VI LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

20. A leadership development committee shall be established in the General
Assembly Board of Education for the purposes of handling overseas
scholarship grants. It will be composed of eleven members, as follows:

1 General Assembly General Secretary

3 General Assembly Department General Secretaries
3 Overseas Church Field Secretaries
1 General Secretary of the Women’s Association
t Presbyterian Theological Seminary President
2 Appointed by the Department of Evangelism

DIRECTION OF THE COOPERATIVE MISSION WORK
OF THE FOUR SISTER CHURCHES

1 . Each of the four churches has the right to establish its own program
priorities.

2. As for our work together in the Presbyterian Church of Korea, the four
sister churches will work according to the long-range plans established
by the General Assembly. (Refer to the long-range plans of the General
Assembly, attached.)

3* The three sister churches agree to promote especially the following areas of
work in the five years commencing in 197U:

a. The Strengthening of Thelogical Education
(1) The endowment of the Presbyterian Theological Seminary

(2) The continuing education of ministers (short-term)

b. Advanced Leadership Training (overseas scholarship)

( 1 ) Theologians
(2) Leaders for each area of the church’s work

c. Strengthening of Urban Mission
( 1 ) Mission in slum settlements
(2) Industrial Mission
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d. Strengthening of international mission and relations
In Australia and the United States of America
In North Korea

(3) In Asian countries

e. Strengthening of Laymen T s Training
( 1 ) Strengthening of the programs in the institutes
(2) Training in faith and expertise for laymen who are regularly

(3)

Education in stewardship
employed

f. Strengthening of specialized evangelism within the country
( 1 ) Student evangelism

(2) Evangelism of servicemen

CONCLUSION

We believe that it is the Holy Spirit who has led us to enter into this
agreement and pray that through His continued leadership the mission of God
will move forward in Korea, Asia, and the whole world.

April 27, 1973
Seoul, Korea

Rev. Chong Dai KIM
Rev. Ho Choon YU
Dr . Simeon KANG
Dr. Kwang Hyun KIM
Dr. Jong Sung RHEE
Rev. Wan Suk HAN
Dr. Hyung Tae KIM
Rev. Maeng Sool PARK

Rev. Doo Bong KIM
Rev. Eun Ok YU
Dr. In Han KIM
Elder Se Hwan CHO
Elder Yung Nae CHOI
Rev, Yoon Shik KIM
Rev. Kap Shik SUNG
Mrs. Duk Ewi KONG
Rev. John P. BROWN
Rev. Desmond J. NEIL
Miss Catherine M, MACKENZIE
Dr, David L. STITT
Dr. David W. A* TAYLOR
Dr. John 0. BARKSDALE
Dr. G. Thompson BROWN
Dr. John E. TAIMAGE
Mr. Merrill H. GRUBBS
Dr. W. H. Vernon SMITH
Rev. W. Stewart MAC COLL
Dr. L. Newton THURBER
Dr. Stanton R. WILSON
Dr. Horace G. UNDERWOOD
Dr. E. Otto DE CAMP



j- rusbyterian Council ad-hoc Committee on Draft Mutual agreement

'flu* Committee met at 11 a. m. on 3 February 1973 in the ofi ice of the Lev. U.T.

brown, Present wore John Talmage, G.T. brown, John Moore, Helen McKenzie,

Weil, Wilson, Moflett and H.G. Lnuerwood. The meeting
%
wad opened witn prayer

by des. Weil.

John Taimage was elected Chairman and horace Inderwood secretary.

After ae tailed discussion, the following tentative revised draft was prepared.

HUTd: fort ions in double brockets are alternative wondings

It was agreed that the three field secretaries should call on the hev. KIM Yoon

Shik and discuss the general direction a new agreement should take.

The meeting was closed with prayer by John Moore at 2:30 p.m.

(draft of 3 rebruary 1973)

MUTUAL aGKCmMMWT

be twee n

The Presbyterian Church of Korea

The Presbyterian Church in the b.c.

The United Iresbyterian Church in the l.b.A.

The Presbyterian Church of Australia

The above-mentioned four sister churches have workeu together for many decaues,

and since 1904 under two Mutual Agreements, for the purpose of making disciples

for Jesus Christ in Korea. believing that the time has come for the Presbyterian

Church of Korea and related institutions to assume full responsibility lor all

work being done through that church and those institutions, the Presoyterian

Church of Korea and the three related sister cnurches ((the four related sister

churches)) adopt this Mutual agreement.

;vrticle I. Church to Church relations

1. official communication between the Iresbyterian Church ot norea and the

overseas sister churches will be directly through the appropriate oliicers

of those churches.

2. The Committee on Cooperation will be disolved as of 31 December 1973*

Article II. Personnel

3. Missionaries engaged in evangelistic work will be related to the General

As3embLy board ol evangelism.

Missionaries in Christian education work will bo re la Led to the General

Assembly board ol Christian education.
(NOT i'M whor<> down »>Luuont Work belong?)

4 -



5- Rissionaries engaged in ((theological, higher education, medical, etc.))

institutional work shall be related to those institutions or agencies.

6. Missionaries engageu in other non-institutional types oi' work shall be

reintea u3 determined on an individual basis. *

7. lersonnel assignments

a. Requests ((Calls)) for personnel may be made by the requesting church

agency, institution, or interdenominational agency. These requests should

be sent to the responsible ofiice of the overseas sister church, with

copies to the General Jecretary of the iresbyterian Church of Korea and

the field secretary of the overseas sister church.

b. The request ((call)) will be for a specific period, ana will include:

1) a description of the type of work, indicating clear lines oi responsibility

2) a request for work funds, il needed, for the missionary adequately to

do the job.

3; a statement oi what work and support funds, if any, the requesting

agency will provide.

c. This call ((statement)) will be put in writing ana agreed upon by

1) the agency of the Korean church or institution

2 ) the overseas sister church ((through its appropriate representative))

3) the missionary concerned

d. In the case of missionaries on the field, ti is process shall be carried

out just before the end of the current call or whenever a change in

assignment is requested.

((e. In the case of new missionaries, paragraph "c" shall include appropriate

clauses concerning language study, ana shall provide considerable

flexibility. )

)

article III 1 innnee

8. Beginning in 1974 >
nQW financial requests snail be either lor capital grants

or for designated specific purposes on a time or project basis. The term

date of a project grant is to be included in the original request (normally

one to four years )

.

9. Requests for financial grants may be maae by

a. Any agency related to the General Assembly, (the 2‘e^uest is to be made

tiirough the ofiice of the General Secretary) ((through the designated

office oi the Iresbyterian uhuren of Korea)).

b. Independent medical institutions ana institutions oi higher education.

c. Seminaries (the request is to oe made through the General Assembly

Committee on Theological education.

)

a. Ecumenical and inter-church agencies, (copeies of these requests to be

sent to bhu General secretary of the General Assembly and to the

i'opreuti ii I.m 1 1 vn oi Lho ov«»rtiomi ut fiber church)



10. The total current budget received through the C.U.C. will be cut AO* in 1v/4,

40^ in 1975, 60* in 1976, 80* in 1977 ana will end as of 1978, alter which

all funds will be on a project basis.

12. Current budget allocations during the interim period will be determined by...

13. The overseas sister churches will normally make grants only in response to

specific requests from the field.

Article IV Evaluation

14.

The agency or institution to which a missionary is assigned shall pe: lodicali}

evaluate his work.

15. There shall be an Evaluation Coi.iii.iUee composed of six representatives of the

Presbyterian Church of Korea and two fron. each of the overseas sistei cumene

( itiuTE : The suggested composition of this committee is very tentative, ana no

strong feelings were expressed .

)

16. This Committee shall ((periodically)) study and evaluate tne worn

missionaries and of each project supported by the overseas sister
of the

churci.es

.

17. The committee may request an audit of any funds allocated by the overseas

sister churches.

lb. The committee shall act as an Orientation Committee for missionaries.

19. The committee shull meet at least twice a year.

article V uvei seas Leadersiiip Deve lopment ^chplju ship^

20. A leadership development committee shall be organised for the purpose

making recommendations to the overseas sister churenes for scnolarship grants.

21 . This committee shall be composed of six members of tne

Committee on Christian Education and two from each ol

churches engaged in overseas scholarship programs.

General Assembly

the overseas sister

Article VI Property

22. bach overseas sister church sliall make its own agreement on property with

the Presbyterian Church ol Korea.

Article VII Mis sionary lellowsnlps

23. The missionary fellowships shall have the following functions;

a. To provide for fellowship ana inspiration.
.merits

b. To proviue for missionary maintenance, including calls anu assignments

ol teachers of missionary children, ana ol oil ice .ersonnel.

To provide for the selection of representative., to various related

organizations.
c. To provide lor tne seueuoiuu

,1. T!.*ou^Kn\n nl.udy. uxpnmn Iti. ao I looll v.. opinion, uiu 1 m»*Ko

..... ... i.l.r I u I. In Huron mid Ml# Ulo urn. work ..1 IU pumonno.



24* The Inter-Presbyterian Mission Office ((or its successor)) will assist in

missionary maintenance and in any work assigned to it by the overseas

agencies.

.•irticle VIII Changes

25. -iny of the four cooperating sister churches may request changes in the Mutual

Agreement. All changes must be ratified by all four participating General

Assemblies or their appointed agents.

Article IX Addenda

26. Alter ratification of this Agreement by tho four participating General

Assemblies or their appointed agents, this agreement shal] go into effect

on January 1, 1974-



THIS IS NOT AN •FFICIAL DOUMENT Fer Study Purposes Only
' V * .

k Proposed .

Drpft ef

MUTUAL AGREEMENT

between * *•
•'

«;V

The Presbyterian* ^Churc-h in Korea
. ?. i,

and

The Presbyterian Churoh in the U.S. .

The United Presbyterian Church in the U.S .A.

The Presbyterian Churdh of Australia

PREAMBLE

Since the four mentioned churches have worked together

since 1964 under two Mutual Agreements for the purpose of

making disciples for Jesus Christ in Korea, it is believed by

the four churches that we should continue co peratively to

accomplish this task under the following Mutual Agreement.
_

This agreement i»’ = a revision of the Agreement made on May 2, 1969.

Article I - Church to Church Relations

1. The official communication between the overseas churches and

the Presbyterian Church in.Kprea w}ll be directly between

the General Secretary of the General Assembly and the

appropriate overseas church offices.

2. The Committee on Cooperation will be dissolved.
' *

Article II - Personnel

3.

4.

5.

6 .

Missionaries engaged in evangelistic work will be related

to the General Assembly Board of Evangelism.
#

Missionaries engaged in- Christian Education and Student

work will be related to the General Assembly Board of

Christian Education.

Missionaries engaged in work in theological seminaries, in higher

eduoational institutions and medical institutions will

related administratively to those institutions.^

The ecclesiastical relationship of missionaries shall be determined

by the Constitution of the Presbyterian Churdk.oT Korea.

7.
: Personnel assignments

. '^Wnr+ifcular
•a A call will be extended for the services of a particular

missionary or missionary couple by presbytdry, institution,

or agency requesting the missionary’s services.
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*

b. This call will be* for a period of four years (or less

as the project requires), and will be placed in the

hands of the missionary before leaving for furlough.

c. The call will include

1) description of the type of work indicating clear

lines of responsibilities.

2) request for work funds, if needed, for the

missionary adequately to do the job.

3) what support funds the requesting agenoy will

provide •

d. This call will be put in writing and qgreed upon by

1) the missionary concerned.

2) the agency of the nation 1 church or institution.

3) the representative of the overseas church.

e. In the case a change in assignment is needed in midterm,

the same process as listed above should be executed.

8. In case of evangelistic missionaries or educational missionaries

working with the national church, the "call will have the

concurrAnce of the General Assembly Board of Evangelism

or Education*

9. Requests for New Personnel '
'

.

•

a^ Requests for new personnel may be made by the requesting

churoh agency, institutional, interdenominational, or

ecumenical agency. These requests should be sent to

the responsible office of the overseas sending agency.

b. Orientation for new missionaries shall be the respon-

sibilitv of a committee of six (one from each mission

group wd three from the Korean church including General

Secretary)

.

s. The .huroh and independent institutions making new personnel

requests are required to send copies of the requests to
.

General Secretary of the Korean Church and the field secret ry

of the overseas agency.

10. Evaluation of the missionary's service will be done by the •

agency of the church or institution that requested the mission ry

service . This will be done before the term of the missionary s

call expires.

Article III - Finance

11. All- subsidies in the present C.O.C. budget will be placed on

a declining scale (20* cut each year) for four years beginning

with the fiscal year 1974 and terminating in December 1977.
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12 Budget allocations during the interim four year period will
#

be agreed upon by C.O.C. in a four year phase out plan.

13. Future financial, requests shall be either capital .Slants or

designated for specific purposes on a time #r project b sis.

The term date of a' project grant is to be included in the

original request (normally one to four years).

14. Requests for financial grants can be made by

.
^

a Any agency related to the General Assembly (request to be

•*
made through the office of the General Assembly's

General Secretary).

b. Independent medical institutions and institutions of

higher learning.

o. Seminaries (request through the General Assembly's

Committee on Theological Education)

•

d. Ecumenical and inter-chur oh agencies (copies of these

requests to the General Secretary and the field secretary

of the overseas agency).

15.

The overseas agency will make grants only in response to

specific requests from the field.

16.

Auditing committee.

a This committee shall be composed of six members, three

* S whom shall be appointed by the General Assembly and

one each by the three overseas churches.

b. The committee will meet annually.

c. The committee will be required to secure financial audits

and reports covering all financial grants.

d. This committee will make reports to the General Assembly

and to the overseas agencies involved concerning

affectiveness of the work projects and With recommen-

dations for the future.

Upon the recommendation «f the committee the funding of

a particular project could be terminated.e.

17 . Should suoh an audit not be made of ^/^Ihel iscal
grant, all support for it would cease at the end
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Article IV - Leadership Development . .

18.

• A leadership development committee will be organized for the

.
purpose of makipg recommendations' to the overseas' bodies for

scholarship grants*

19. This committee will be composed of six members of the Gerferal

Assembly Committee on Christian Sducation and two from each

mission engaged in overseas scholarship programs.

2t* Medical institutions will make their requests for scholarships

directly to the overseas agency. •

Artiole V - Property
. .

21. Sach overseas churoh shall make its own agreement on property

with the Presbyterian Church in Korea.

22. We reoommend that* the Southern Presbyterian Mission policy

be as follows:

a. The Mission clearly designate (with maps) what land is
^

missionary residence property. This land be held in t e

Mission J*P. If sold, proceeds will be used for building

or maintanining missionary residences.

b. All other land will be disposed of tiy the JP within five

years according to certain principles:

1) It will be sold at market price.

2) • First option to buy will be given to churches or

church-related institutions.

3) Sales will be reported to the General- Assembly of ’the

Presbyterian Church of Korea.

c. Proceeds of sale of Southern Presbyterian land(in 22-b)

not already designated by previous COC and BWM action

will be usdd as a contribution toward capitalizing a

pension fund for retired Presbyterian ministers.

Article VI - The Mission Organization .

'

23.

The missionary organization shall have the following functions

a. To provide for missionary fellowship and inspiration*.

. i

***

b. To provide for missionary maintenance including oalls^. v

and assignment of teachers of missionary children and

office personnel.

c. To provide for the selection of representatives to

various related organizations.
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d. To engage in study, express its collective opinion, and

make recommendations concerning the life and work of its

personnel

•

24* The Inter-Presbyterian Mission Office will assist in missionary

maintenance and any work assigned to it by the overseas agencies.

Article VII - Changes

25* Changes in the Mutual Agreement can be made at the request

of any of the four cooperative churches; The change must be

ratified by all four participating General Assemblies or

their appointed agents.

Article VIII - Addenda

26, After ratification of this agreement by the four participating

General Assemblies or their appointed agents, this

agreement will go into effect on January 1, 1974.

2T. The period of this agreement will be five years from the time

it is put into effect#

Signed: Southern Presbyterian

Mission Study Group*



Australian Pre sbyterian Missionary Work Assignments 1972-1973

1*^11 4°j *1 °J 1972-1973

Rev* John Brown Theological Seminary, Board Representative
Ajsfcf^, aJ jl « nfi

(until July 1972 )

Mrs# Norma Brown
i n]oj

Girls Welfare .ssociation (until July 1972 )

£ s-M ^ ^ A ’.
J
j

Rev* D* J# Neil
o| El] Aj

Furlough until August 1972 Mission Treasurer

19721c) 4*1 ih
A
-J

aJ1t *1*1

Mrs# Marjorie Neil Girls Welfare Association

£ e-|- °i *<J 1*1 4°J

Miss D.C. Watson

§ ^ ^
Mr#, & .Mrs# P#C. Lamb

Furlough
ot-A]U

Sheen Farm Manager
qy t f 4 ^

Re
l* 1

Mrs * Rowe: Industrial Mission, Ulsan; Crippled people education
Avbt^

Dr*, H.P,. Mackenzie
01] 34]

Furlaupii untU Aug# *72, 11 Sin Hospital Medical
19 f2 \f c;fi 7T*T if ^ and Administration

Miss C# Mackenzie

°i «i°j

11 sin Hospital Nursing; furlough from Dec. *72

£3-3 1 1972 12^“ e
1

Dr* Barbara Martin
Oj

11 Sin Hospital Doctor

7 °J -1^

Miss Joyce Anderson
-j- M ^

11 Sin Hospital Evangelism

°J *!
"

°J
B
j 3 i

Miss Dorothy Knight

m- °j o,
i

11 Sin Hospital Nurse

ol Al « ol #1 71 i U5\_ ' O A_ l_ T-.



Southern Presbyterian Missionary Work Assignments, May 1, 1972

SEOUL

Name

°lf

Presbytery or

Institution

i*] 7|£

cription t>f ork

A]- u-, i e
Furlough

t A] Lj

M^ s
A ,?

a
e
rp Sejiul ^r^byteries l'n iv,f rs ty Student crk

clip3 'j£ PJ

Dr. Brown
1 o o

Mrs. Brown
JE. Qo]

Board of World Missions
Chun Nam Pi- shytery
•G.A. Seminai

t

.-

i 2]

•§ y °t- i
if

Field Secretary
Seminary E*iueat.

PI ci|^

Vv
Edu?ational Welfare
Work .4 pw

Miss Dunson
AJ °1 E

J

I.P.MoC.
*J- iJL-y AJ

Secretary
u

1

A
i

Mr. Huffman
s
ch

“!>•
Kyunggi Presbytery

•pi
Industrial Evang.

a] o-I x*j V
Returning
Aug, 1972

Mrs. Hoffman

o ^ u

ti ii Public Health
Ti -< M

]o z>-
- l -

.

:

n ii

Mr. Krauth S. J. C.
c,

!

s4-

Profos,c. Dr of Chemistry,
Language study

P! -i ~r °U1

Mrs. Krauth
i *o1
o ^ u

n Educational Work,
Lang.,sge Study

°i
54-

"

Mr. Ross

£ c
'| ^

Seoul Presbyteries

y t
'

University Student Work
C>I*P« *J

iAl-dj

Returning
Aug 1972

197L.6. t°U
Mrs. R#ss

O ' U.

n ii 11 11 11



Southern Presbyterian Missionary Work Assignments , May 1, 1972

^11 ti 1 *} 4°j *l*j

Name Presbytery or Description of Work Furlough

ol e Institut ion IFVy
1 Wi] 1\%

Miss Balenger

4 t1 4
P.M.C.
°*l 4^2

Nurse 1 year after

June 1, 1972

1 972 Vf 6 t-

Mr. Burns P.M.C. Maintenance i y

.

«4 ±. E
if4

ne
¥*l

Mrs. Burns
i- 11 o|
o ^ u.

P.M.C.
, o ,

°*f£

Volunteer Work
§ 4 4 °j

M£. gc^ta I^^an.^C^ugb^pk Presby. Rural Evang. Work
o -0 u!

Returning Aug
1972
72 y fU t°i-

Mrs. Folta tt Teaching Children,

S. £ol WomenI j Work
4 m a. v,

, M $ iAi-oj

Mr . Grubb s

a
Mrs. Grubbs
i *ol
o v* u

Mr. Hopper
X o lJrr
-j Li_

a 7

Mrs. Hopper § v!

"

P.M.C.
,

a
Hanil Seminary
lv °J vi ~-l

Chunb: ft Chunsu Presby.

a * , 'H - 3

^Administrator

Teacher, Hospital Evang.
i ^ *4’

Dr • Shj^w
-U.

P .M . C . . ,

4 4 u
d a

Mrs .v §hnw
I i

n

Miss Josh
* a] ok
-u- 7*1 o

Mission
It

Mrs . .Keller
*1] *l-o»]

Nursing School
7j*i «}2

Mr. Patton
*

Mr. Rickabaugh
°1 1

Kim ie. Presbytery

Mrs. Rickabaugh
5L * ol
o ^ u

P.M.C.
4 4 £ £

to. |mith
D "1 W’S «
Dr. Seel

M q £1

“£svSwi
O "T

P.M.C.
, ,

o4 a ^ ^1 -r o

14,
Rural Evang., Publication

, t j.x-1 5 a 4 ul-sfl
Work o u i. » r I e o

u 'i

L^ngua^e _St\\d^.Ojth»pedic Surgeon
°1 n i o °d 1

\

Language Study '
!

q fJ

Teacher of Missionary

Children *1‘ M 2.

Director

Head of Clinical

Laboratory 'e o 4:

Miss Wayland
2.

Hanil Seminary
*1-0 1 Al sV

University Student Work
n]^A« *J5.

Advisor to Pharmacy

°1ij- i-i

Outreach Chaplain
o\ s. aV J?.

r

O Cl—

Hogn^l o^ Lirector

Med-c- / Secretary
•si 'U <H

Christian Education
4- 2 2 -5- 4 °J

1 Yr after

June 1, ,72
72 ^
It M

Returning



Southern Presbyterian Mis sionary Work Assignments, May 1,

JL .2 4

SEOUL

Name

°lf

Presbytery or

Institution

7|£

oription vi ork

Se«ul Presbyteries
*i -t ^ Un lv,e r s 1ty Studen t : c r

k

Dr. Brown
l o o

Board of World Missions
Chun Nam Pi- sbytery

Field Secretary
Seminary E«*uoat.

Mrs. Brown

G.A. Seminai

/

y’cjviq
•§ S] a] % JL

II

V*\ C11-
Al 8 1

- ,
o

v -T
--

Edu rational 'Welfare
JL * ol
o ^ Work

Miss Dunson
A-1 o]
U 1 o

I.P.MoO.
3 XjoJfJ-Al- o

AJ

Secretary

Mr. Huffman
®j- “ d

J-

Kyunggi Presbytery
’j

'

7
1

Industrial Evang.
a! o.J x-i v

Mrs. Hoffman II 11 public Health
i Jlol
o ^ u it-

Mr. Krauth S. J. c. Professor of Chemistry,

£*J C,
1
*4- Language study

-H| !1- ~r

Mrs. Krauth II
Ed’ national Work,

i « ol
o ^ Lang,;&ge Study

°l
s
-l

Mr . Ross Seoul Presbyteries University Student Work

i_ ci]
jgj ^ i ill c,

l
*4" O

1 xJ5. A
i'
d
j

Mrs. Rt s

s

11 11 11 It

JL «o]
o ' v_

1972

Furlough

iTTlT

Returning
Aug, 1972
1972 . 8 .

II H

Returning
Aug 1972

1972.8. t«ht
II



Southern Presbyterian Missionary Work Assignments , May 1, 1972

AJ -2- AV A
t-°J *1*<J

Name

*rr

yf’c |^
r^ran^

JjLrs^ Byndrant
O T
^•e^ette

l^rs^ Gyette
O T U
Mr. Lee
°1 C| l«|
Mrs. Lee

Taejon

Presbytery or

Institution

Dj 7
]
d-

It

Soong Jun University

Description of Work
A}- o-l 5

o' tr

educational Work:

fWf¥4-

Educational Work
4°J

Furlough

44 >d

Taejon Presbytery
c>]^ izq

Evang. & Educational Y/ork

*J±. 2.444
Educational Work, Language

Study 2.44°j, °i4

Mr. Marvin
°i-

aj

Soongjun University
K.C.A.

Mrs. Marvin

Mr. Moore

Mrs
5.
o

Mr.
L
V

Jjrs

. Moore

Robinson
«1 A-1
V- \-

•b gpbinson

K.C.A,

^44 S]-

i

Soongjun University
Ho Nam Seminary
Taejon Presbytery
-£ aJ c 1

,;
si 2.

t! It

Choong Nam Presby.

Mr.
jj

courierville

Mrs. Sommerville
*ol

O I V.

Soongjun University
4 4 4 4 2.

K.C.A.

*U°J sJ-JZ.

Taeion Campus Develop-
ment Officer
Treasurer- K.C.A. ^ 4 °J 4 -1

crxj »^-^»7t)Hj-Al-oj
f

i|7i]

Dormitory parent
7

] vi- 4 4
Educational Work
Evangelistic 'York

2^-44
4 i 4 °j

Library Work
i *1 £ 4°j
Evang. Work

*J£ 4°j
Educational Work
2* A

r °j

Prof, of History
44 2-4

School Nurse
*4-2.

1 Yr after
June 1, 1?71
72 \4 « 1 °J ~r

1 V*

Dr. Talmage Mission
E
\ 5.°}- Taejon Presbytery

lWii -y 2.4
44 24

Mrs. Talmage
5L « ol

Juridical Person Chief,

Juvenile Delinquency Work

(Moving to Kwangju or

Chun ju)
^cj-ajoj °|4y,
4 4 ±4 4°j

Returning
Aug>, T 72

72 ^
e i a

1*4- 5,4 7i- .]Ah
)

Volunteer Work

44 4°j



^Southern Presbyterian Missionary t fork Assignments. Mav 1. 197?
<ja4 4°J

SOOT CHUN

£

Name Presbytery or

Institution

^

iq

Description of ork
A! ^ ?• 2

o" -rr

Furlough

Mr • Durham
i- °°J-

Mrs • Durham
o|

Soonchun Presby.
W^l^on^Lgprosy Center

V a

Evang* Work;^ ^Administrator

i y a *1

*

Volunteer Wo r

k

A
1 °j

Returning
Aug., 1972

72

Mr. Linton
°J ^

Soonchun, Presby. Evang. ,Work

Mrs. Linton
£.
o °y]

T.B. Clinic & Rest Home
7j 3Jjxj - § nj q°)=q

Miss Pope
jl ohn o

Mission
# -2.4-

Teaching children of
Missionaries
v i :

-r

Dr. Topple Wilson Leprosy Center Director
i ^ ok op

1 o -\_
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Dr. Codington
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|

Mi'* Hartley
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Mr* Linton
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Mrs. Linton
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1

Dr . .Fieusma
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r

Mrs .^N^eusma
O T

Dr. Woelbrink
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Cheju grj^bytery

Chun Nam Presby,

Mission

K.C.H.
*

K.C.H .

-&rif 7
i a

Chun Nam Presby.
Ho Nam Seminary

V >-r -'--1, iy-^J

K.C.H..
,

Mokpo Presby.

K.C.H.
a

K.C.H.
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Chief TE Dept.
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Exer 11 ! Lvo Asst.
•3M / • -Ti00 1 .

English Secretary
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1
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Women s Evang. Work,
Teaching children

°rd**!- 0J.
Chief o f Dental Service

Women’s Evang. Work;

teaching children
0:

) 5 M -2- ^r

Language Study

Orthopedic Surgeon

H L , y ®J ^ 4

Furlough

'iM-l'd

6 months
after Aug. f

.7

72

Returning

Lan^age
Mrs. V/eclbrink

Study
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SEOUL
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Presbytery or

Institution
7i^
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°ra 1
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:
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Furlough
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"

Dr, A. Clark

jrf-o V^ \_ V-
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’.ay 1 1”?. i> iin Institute

,

works in Christian Literature

,
71* .1*1*1

Mrs, 1, Clark
i « ol
o O- X_

Seoul

4 t
Social work
Ah 4 °j

Dr, ',0. )eCamp
7J”*U

CBS Radio Network
7l£-2- «

C
V£^

Advisor
it

Mrs. !-« 0. DeCamp
i «ol
O '

Fur se ,
part-time

Ur. S. H. Moffett
°1- 4 4

Theological Seminary Assoc. President and teacher

«j £44 , lr

:.js. u o
.: . Moffett

O “T" \_

Theological Jeminrrjr Teacher

Wf4 ,

x Rev, G. S. Nash

M* A,
1°J

Tonduchon Servicemen * s

Center Director

££4 4 4 M
x J^s,wGJ3, '&sh

O “T X-

Tongduchon Servicemen’s Center

Rev, W f R, Rice

lV^aJ

Stud.ent ork ,
CL

S

*-Ht£, 7'£-^3

v
£rs. T1

, R. 'ice
i * ®1
o • \-

Social Dork, GVA
A^A^oj

Hiss arion - haw United Presbyterian Secretary

Mission 0 ffico
oj«J-#3.2. Aj2.£]- ti

l
A
i

Rev, K, li Spencer Presbj^terian Mission, aaVCO

*VJ.1L aJ 12.3, *]$%

Mrs, K, TR, Spencer

£ £°J

Seoul omen's work

A1-!

7/72-7/73

7/72-7/73
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SEOUL
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Mrs, H,G, Underwood
i « o\
o ^ u

Yonsei University Teacher
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xx Mrs.H.H. Underwood Yonsei University
i * ol
o u

Mr, R.F, UndeWood Seoul Foreign School Superintendent
-Hi

Mrs , R.F. Und.orwood
i « ol
o -r

S9oul Foreign School Teacher
A-] A‘1

0

X
o
^d|S| B, Urquhart Soong Jun University Teacher 1/73-6/73

Dr. P. vanLierop Yonsei University Director Student Center

Kyunp'ki Presbytery Evangelist
°3 /fa - 3 7

1 ifa *J i

Mrs. P. vanLierop
i * ol
O ^

Social work, Girls* wolfare

Dr, S.R, Wilson Commission Representative
*#V ali

Mrs, S, R, Wilson ICyunghoe Univorsity Teacher

g'qoUfri -y AS

Mr, P. Kingsbury

TViEJON
-cifxr

-

Union Chr, Ser, Ctr, Agriculturist
Ctf’U* ai-^ £°j

M^s
q
, P, Kingsbury

o ”T* u!

T^hor
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Name

Dr. J.R. Sibloy

Mrs. J •R • Sibloy
.£. * oj
O u

Prosbytory or
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Medical Project

Medical Project
I!

Doscription of >iork

Director
«*<!

Social Work

I'Ur^loufb

6/72-10/72

6/72-10/72

KWANGJU
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^ ^
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O "T" U

TAEGU

ci] a

xx Kiss E, Callahan

Dr, W. A, Grubb

Mrs. W* A, Grubb
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o > u
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L^°4a

£iwl
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Kyung Pook Prosbytory Tvangolist

Yungnam Sominary Toachor

Keimyung College Toachor

7* % y 2\tA ±

*1§ ci] 4 - -y ^
Luprosarium Occupational Thorapisti women s work,

u]-%^-2-± £ el*lS.Af-4.H4°j youth work,
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xx ;Mrs, C, Lawis
lo| *

Dr. H. Moffett

Mrs, H. Moffett
5* ol
o ” u

7,]
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0h°r

Taegu Prosbytorian Hosp. Superintondont

Taegu Presbyterian Hosp. Socg^jirial

8/72-6/73

8/72-6/73

Miss T. Joanno Poo Taegu Prosbyterian Hosp. Physical Therapist

lo( ii -Eel *1 s.•ge] *li>V

x Thoso going on furlough and officially invited back to Koroa by COC

^osbvtorian Chur^ 0? |?rpa
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INTRODUCTION - A

BASIC GUIDELINES FCR DETERMINING PARTICIPATION
OF THE UNITED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN THE U.S.A. IN
-

• '

•
.

'

AFRICA
EUROPE

s
KIDDLE g^ST
SOUTH ASIA
EaST aSIA
UTIN AFRICA

INTRODUCTION

The United Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. (UPCUSa) has stated his under-
standing of the Gospel in the Book of Confessions. The judicatories and agencies
have been developing mission prograns in li^it of this understanding and in
response to the needs of the contemporary world*

The Commission on Ecumenical* Mission and' Relations (CQEMAR) has stated its
approach to mission in an interlock of Priority Objectives and Regional Guidelines,
These Regional Guidelines represent our present judgment on how our Church should
relate to the various regions of the world. The name guidelines implies regular
revision while providing a basis for present decisions*

These guidelines are the result of study, discussion, and dialogue with
churches, ecumenical bodies, institutions, and mission groups around the world*
Such conversations continue and provide a framework for revising the guidelines.

Priority Objectives and Regional Guidelines provide continuity in relation-
ships. In a time cf participation in mission by many groups, and in a time of
changing structures, some stated guidelines free churches from the uncertainty of
individual interpretations aid staff decisions*

Although these guidelines are stated by regions, there are some threads
which run through all of them.

I. Major Elements

1) A commitment to work with the poor and oppressed.

2) Contacts and relations with organizations other than churches with whom
we share common goals.

3) A shift in involvement — away from large concentration of personnel
and funds toward smaller involvement in more places.

4) A commitment to help undergird the goals aid strategies of the churches
with which we do establish relations.

5) A shift of emphasis within functions — toward community health and
training basic health workers, toward extensive theological education
which serves the laity, toward hitler education directed toward national
development, toward non-forwal education, etc.

• v »,
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6) A. shift away from direct responsibility for institutions toward

control and responsibility in the local scene.

7) A concern about the divisions within the Christian community and wvoh

in society.

II # Meaning for The United Presbyterian Church in the U.S.ii.

1) Shaping our life as a church in li^it of new insights into the meaning

of the Gospel.

2) Fulfilling our mission to our own nation with the participation of

Christian colleagues from other cultures sharing the struggle.

3) Communicating to our society the issues in business activities, foreign

affairs, and other activities where decisions being made in the U.S.A.

tove a direct effect on events in other regions of the world.

Conclusion

These guidelines reflect our efforts to respond lo the claims of the Gospel

in a world of change and conflict.

These guidelines have not been printed. We hope their format helps them to

be understood, but also that they are open to revis.ion as new insights appear.

November, 1972
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I. Context
1 L

. L A ,

There is probably more diversity and complexity within East Asia
than any region to which the United Presbyterian Church is related. It is

an area having a population of approximately one billion persons living in
twelve different political divisions. It stretches five thousand miles
from the Japanese island of Hokkaido (only . a. few miles from the Soviet
Union) in the north to the New Hebrides near the Tropic of Capricorn in the
south. This geographic distance is paralleled by the cultural, economic
and political differences found between Japan - '’the first country cf the
twenty-first century", Korea - a people pushing hard for economic develop-
ment and hoping for re-unification, the Peopled Republic of China - a

nation seeking to find the reality of continuing revolution to achieve the
goal of equality, Hong Kong - a colonial remnant that is an island of stab-
ility for its people in a sea of change, the Philippines - a nation seeking
to affirm national selfhood to overcome its colonial past, Viet Nan - a
people longing for peace after thirty years of war, and the islands of
Oceania - peoples leaving primitive societies and seeking ways to be self-
reliant on their own terms in the face of modern western encroachment.
There are great differences within countries such as those between rural
Koje Island and metropolitan Seoul with its population of five and a half
million. There are regional cultural differences between the Confucian
northeast and the Malayan south east Asia as well as the Polynesian south
Pacific. Indeed, it can be said that there is no such thing as an Asian or

an east Asian reality but rather a succession of national particularities
in which Christian Juission strategy must be carried out.

However, it should be noted that there are certain broad regional
concerns vhich can be identified. *uuong them are the impact of urbanization

and the development of technological society, which is seen everywhere.

Related conversely to these trends is the urgent need for rural development

and renewal. The quest for economic justice for the worker, and the desire

for liberation by cultural and racial minorities, and the hope for self-

development by all is strong throughout the region. Tremendous struggles

are taking place in relation to the Maoist challenge to find the most ade-

quate political forms to enable the people to determine their own life.

Among all the people of the region, there is a deep desire for international

peace. Similarly, there are common problems and challenges facing the func-

tional ministries of the Church whether it be the need for new models of

educational program, the development of systems of health care, or the

expanding of the role of the mass media in East Asia.

Historically, United Presbyterian involvement in the area began with

the sending cf two missionary couples to China in 1837* Thro ughout the

ensuting one and a third centuries, our Chur chlvhas sought to carry out

the task of mission in an ecumenical context and has sought to tablish

indigenous Churches of Christ rather than export American Presbyterianism,*

Today, nowhere in East Asia is the United Presbyterian Church involved in

mission on a unilateral or bilateral basis. Everywhere we respond to the

requests of self-governing Christian groups to join other churches in part-

nership in mission programs and projects. In almost all these countries,

the United Churches of Christ or Presbytefian Churches to which we have been
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related are the major Protestant body in the country but typically they would
represent less than one percent of the population. Increasingly we have seen
our relationships in mission as not limited to such historical relationships

but also including other churches and councils of churches or other Christian
groups seeking to carry out pioneering expressions of Christion witness in the
world. Our Church has also sought to strengthen regional bodies such as the

East Asia Christian Conference which draws together the churches of the area

in common mission concerns. At the same time, we have affirmed the importer ce

of mutuality in mission and the needs of our ov.n Church and nation to be •bo

recipients of missionary assistance from the Churches' in East Asia.

In 1972 the United Presbyterian Church through the Commission on Ecu*-

menical Mission and Relations is supporting 117 missionaries in East Asia and
contributing $447*988 to mission programs in the area. This compares with 210
missionaries and grants of $413*820 in 1962. During this time, the church es
of fchevarious countries, with the exception of the Peopled Republic of China,

have grown in numbers and the quality of its ministry and in financial strength.
In the latter country, as elsewhere, we are now being given the opportunity ta

ciL scover new ways of withness to the reality of Jesus Christ as the Lord and
Savior.

II.

Guidelines

A . Development of more adequate structures anc i relationships for UPC_with
churches of East Asia which make possible two-way mission:

1 . Development of broader, multilateral partnership relationships in

mission which involve other nations (such aa the proposed Philippines
and Hong Kor^ Joint Action Groups).

2. Structures and programs which implement the ministry by Asian Churches
to. the people of the United States such as the projected Japan-North
American Commission on Co-operative Mission.

3. Support of regional ecumenical organizations such as the East Asia
Christian Conference (II and IV).

B. Respond to requests from churches in the area for changing involvement

by UPC in mission in East Asia:

The crucial character cf developments within the nations of East Asia
and the role of the Christian communities of these countries calls for

continued, but changing, involvement of CCEMaR in co-operative mission,

service and relations throughout the region. For example: the Commission

will completely phase out grants to the central administration of sister

churches in East Asia; endowment of selected institutions to build up

their self-reliance and free Commission budget of annual operating grants.

This nnkes possible responses to new priorities of sister churches whbvn
will be evaluated in li$it of Commission priorities and continuing commi-

tments. The following guidelines will be helpful in determining response'-

I. .

1 . The importance of J/vPaN as a major world power challenges the Christian

churches to work in that country for quality of life.
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for all people (including, minority groups), for a definition of
rational role within a context of the international community, 2nd
for authentic culture and value structures within a completely modern
technological society. COEiLIt's invlvements increasingly will be in
the areas of mutually faced areas of mission concern, oti the basis of
shared financing and mutuality of ministry.

2. The new role of and relations with the People's Republic of CHINA,

confront the Christian churches with great challenges of understand-
ing and reflection for vhich COEMAR should be prepared to respond.

3. The Presbyterian Church in TAIWAN will need a sense of continued
support from overseas sister churches during this time of change.

4. The continuing conflict in VIETNAM requires continued work to end
the war and increased participation in ecumenical programs and
ministries in Indo-China aimed at rehabilitation and self-development.

5. The dynamism of KCREa and the vigor of the Korean Church indicates
priority for COEMaR involvement in evangelism, specialized shortterm
ministries such as in urban missiun, and support for development
projects.

6. The health of the church and it s related institutions in the
PHILIPPINES points in the direction of a reduction of COEMaR person-
nel and a change from block-grant financing to Linking grants on a
project basis, with a special emphasis on self-development.

7. Selected short-terio LLinistry in OCEaNIA to Lnke Liore real the world-
wide nature of the Church for our church and the churches of the area.

III. Priority Objectives in the Li^ht of Guidelines

Priority Objective I: EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION OF THE CHRISTIAN MESSAGE TO

aLL PEOPLE aND THE GATHERING INTO COMMUNITIES OF

THOSE WHO CONFESS JESUS CHRIST aS SaVIOUR jiND LORD,

THROUGH:

1 . Affirming that the basic evangelistic task is carried out by national

churches and churchmen, the Commission will assist, in response to

the invitation of the churches of East Asia, in programs aimed at

strengthening the Church in mission with particular emphasis on

evangelism (I) and stewardship (II) .

2. The Commission will share (through capital funds and personnel and

through ongoing budget) in the strengthening of effective programs

of witness through the mass media in each of the countries of East

Asia and in the operation of South East ^sia Voice (I). The Commie •

sion desires to encourage authentic expression of Christian faith thr-

ough the fine arts and expression of Christian concern for cultural

development (I).
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1 The Connission will place stress upon the development of new
3

* patterns of Church life and ministry appropriate for the mission

in an "•***' tech nological society such a* Japan (I and Ii;.

’ Provision will be made for overseas churches to share their experi-

ences in this area vdlh the United Prestytenan Church (II).

Support will be given to means of stimulating theological reflection

on urban industrial, mission in East .isia.

Priority Objective II: COMMUNITIES CF CHRISTI/dJS STRENGTHEN. IN THEIR

CORPORATE LIFE AMD EQUIPPED FOR GREATEST P0SSI3LE

FULFILLMENT OF THEIR LIFE jRID SERVICE THROUGH:

4 The Commission will contribute to the strengthening of
4

education in East Asia through support of the Foundation for

Theologi cal Educati.on in Southeast nsia, the Theological Education

Fund and co-ordinated area programs at graduate theoiogical study

as well as other creative programs on non-mstitutional. theological

education. This will be done through contribution of a limited

number of repular and specialist personnel and budget. Special, en.-

couraf'eoent will be given to inter- relating practical and theoretic.

SfTto ministry ani to strengthening the role of seminaries

within the total task of "equipping the saints" (II). T^e Commission

seeks to help groups and persons who are engaged in creative an

indigenous theological thinking (IV)#

r The Commission will participate in leadership development programs
5# JrS:is Ld encourage the development aT^urces vato-

in the region for special training.

6. The Commission will participate in the aippcrt of relevant ^ograms

of ministry with youth in witness and service in tot asia and -

programs of exchange fa- youth within the region and between the

U. s. A. and East /vsia (II)#

7. The Commission will share through personnel and budget in strength-

ening the pro jrans of lav training and witness
,

and le^e ri

training. Stress will be placed upon programs in mjor center

East Asia aimed at the involvement of expatriate Personn

life and mission of the national churches, particularly those -

ting personal vocation to national development {LI).

8. The Commission will give increased attention to the ^v^o^ent of^

Drosrams cf involvement and study which deepen th

understanding of the "rubers of the judicatories of the

Prestyterian Church in related churthes of East ^ia, auto -

Synod of Pennsylvania and the Presbyterian Church of (

Priority Oblective IQ : COMMUNITIES OF CHRISTIANS P^^CIPaQ ICJ^GOD^S— ^ J *

REDEMPTIVE1 ACTION IN" THE VJDfcLD, COOPERATING dll

ALL SEGMENTS CF SOCIETY THROUGH:

9. Priority emphasis will be placed upon liberation of ra^ ^ettai

minorities Mch as Koreans aid -outcastes" in Japan, ethnic minority

,’rcuDS in the Philippines and Taiwan (HI).
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10. Stress vail be given to participation in programs for. the self-
oeyelopment. of people (based upon the principle of self—determina-
tion ) such as those in Taiwan

, in the Philippines and ir Korea
through sharing resources of experience., personnel (through short-
term and volunteer personnel and leadership development) ,°bud/'et
and capital fUnds (HI).

.

11. The Commission mil place major emphasis on the development of
community health programs in East Asia, particularly in Korea-
Hong Kong and the Philippines (ill). Related hospitals are to be
encouraged to give leadership to the development of such health
programs. COEMhR shall complete its proportionate assistance
through capital grants to complete the upgrading cf the medical
facilities at Silliman University, Tacloban and Cebu in the Philip-
pines, and Mackay and Changhua Hospitals in Taiwan . Help will be
given for the strengthening of nursing education at Mackay and
Taegu Presbyterian Medical centers, leadership development (II),
volunteer personnel and the sharing of recent medical literature.

Priority Objectively: COMMUNITIES CF CHRISTIANS WHOSE ViJllED T^PiTlONS
EXPRESS THEIP. UNITY IN CHRIST aND CONTRIBUTE
TOUaRD A WDRLD COMMUNITY' aCCEPTING THE DIVERSITY

"

OF PEOPLES THROUGH

:

12. Careful attention shall be given to opportunities for strengthening
the Chri stian presence in the in the countries
of East Asia and in the region as u whole including support of
regional and national progrsns and emphasis cf the World Student
Christian Federation and related groups, work with university
teachers, the ministry to international' students and the Ecumenical
Assistance Program (IV) r American students will be given study and
service opportunities in East Asia. The ministry with Asian
acadeioic personnel in the U,S»A„ through national "caucus'* groups
will be encouraged (III).

13« The Commission will provide endowns nts for special educational
thrusts at such institutions as Japan International Christian
University, Tokyo, Women *s Christian College, thereby releasing
Commission resources for limited term grants to encourage educa-
tional pioneering and service aimed at the self-development of
people. Experiments in non—institutional programs of education
shall be encouraged in such areas as the Philippines. Strategic
programs of education and Christian witness in church-related
schools will. be supported. The Commission will work closely with
the United Board for Christian Higher Education in Asia as it re-
shapes its involvement in East Asia.

14. The Commission shall continue to support the program of the East-
Asia Christian Conference, particularly as it encourages the ex-
change of missionary personnel among the churches of Asia (II).
It is concerned with the growth in health and effectiveness of
National Christian Councils or council of churches (IV) • Where
possible it will participate in local .joint action for mission and
service projects such as in the "danchi" in Japan and in medical
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service in the Philippines. Where they contribute to the mission
and unity of the Church, special relationships with such churches
as the Korea Christian Church in Japan (III), the Shin Nippon
Kirisuto Kyokai, the Presbyterian Church Republic of Korea and
significant Christian lay organizations such as the Japan Christian
Medical are to be sought. The Commission will seek to establish
creative relations for the people of our churches with the people of

Christian churches in East Asia. Particular attention is to be given
to relations with newly emerging groups of Christians, who are not
reached through regular institutional channels or relationships.

15* Assistance shall be given to the efforts of the churches of East
Asia in their fruitful encounter with men of other faiths (IV).

Continued encouragement shall be given through budget grants and
personnel to the study of culture and religion at the Christian
StuLy Centers in Hong Kong and Kyoto (IV).

16. Dialogue and cooperation with the Roman Catholic Church in relation

to issues of mission, unity and service including the self-develop-

ment of people in each of the major countries of East Asia shall be

encouraged (III and IV).

17. The Commission will seek to participate with other churches in

programs cf prophetic Christian soc ial witness having to do with

international peace, justice and security in East Asia particularly,

the concern for peace in Indo-China, the role and relationships of

peoples of China and their governor ts (III and IV).



CHRISTIANS IN NORTH KOREA

(Seoul, Korea . Sept. 1, 19?2). The first inter-

view in more than twenty years with a professing Christian

in North Korea confirms the long-suspected fact that the

organized church in that closed land has disappeared.

Reporters fro® South Korea accompanying RedCross

delegates to the communist capital of Pyongyang for a

dramatically unprecedented exchange of visits between north

and south interviewed Kang Hyang-Uk, a former pastor and

high-ranking communist official, currently chalrnan of the

North Kor-an "National Unification Democratic Front". He

is probably the last Christian minister left alive in North

Korea, a circumstance which he undoubtedly owes to the fact

that he is, reputedly, an uncle of Premier Kim Il-Sung. Kim

is to North Korea what Mao Tze-Tung is to China.

Asked about Christians And tbe church in the

north, Kang promptly sfciaiaiictxfcha attacked the U.S. can-

not tell how many Christians there are," he said, "because

all the churches were destroyed by the U.S. bombers during

the war, and many Christians have abandoned their belief."

Pressed about his own faith, he became confused

and evasive. "Well...", he said, "my belief has never

changed. It is the s^me as in the past"

"Do you believe in the existence of Ood?"
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"I'm a pastor, n he replied. "How can I doubt it?"

Reporters askedif asked if he Intended to build new

churches since all the old ones were destroyed. "I don't know.."

Kang said. "I think we could bu*ld a new one if the Christians

w&ntod to do so. xhe republic* s constitution guarantees - ree—

doffi of religion. *'

"Do Christians have meetings here?"

"I don* t think so, but I don't know if they do in

the prov ince s •
11

"How about the supply of Bibles'?"

"Not nany people want their, because all the churches

have perished," he said.

Nov; seventy years old, Kang was « respected Presbyteri-

an minister in the north and had been assistant pc. stor of the

then largest church in Korea, the Central 1'resl yterian -hurch

of Pyongyang. After the communist takeover he was caught in

th* crossfire between hie conscience and his powerful unist

relatives. He was terrorized both by rightist and leftist

pressure groups. In early 19^o rightists broke into his house

to attack him as a relative of the Premier. His son and daughter

were killed. It may have been this incident that decided hie

to wove to the left and try to help the church by collaboration

rather than resistance to communist power. He organized a

short-lived Christian League to foster Christian cooperation

with the Kim II-Sung government, but the League's subsequent
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history gives little coafort to those who advocate Christian
wr

adaptation to coaaunist control as the pattern of church

survival under communis*. The League was never able to be

more than a puppet front-organization for communist manipula-

tlon of Christians as they proceeded to squeeze the church

out of all organized existence.

The current Hed Cross talks between North and South

Korea h*ve stirred intense excitement in the south where sone

two nrillion or more refugees front the north, including thousands

of Christians, have waited in vain for pore than iwenty two

aacades to hear whether wives, children and relatives left

behind in the north are alive or dead. Before the division

as many as two-thirds of Korea's Christians were northerners,

and some of South Korea's largest congregations sre refugee

churches

.

One of the cost famous of these refugees, Dr. Han

Kyune-Chilc, pastor of Seoul's 9,000 member Yung-Nak Presbyte-

rian church, has said that had the Korean War been pressed

to a successful liberation of the north, he believes that

^jghty per cent of the north^/ould have turned to Christ,
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